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SOMMAIRE 
Nous etudions dans cette these la categorie amassee C(S,M) a m s* °lue l'algebre amassee 
A(S,M) d'une surface marquee (S, M) sans ponctions. 
Nous donnons une caracterisation geometrique des objets indecomposables de C($,M) 
comme etant des classes d'homotopie de courbes de (S, M) et des families a un parametre 
reliees a des courbes fermees non contractiles de (S, M). De plus, nous decrivons la 
structure d'Auslander-Reiten de la categorie C(S,M) e n termes geometriques et nous mon-
trons que les objets sans auto-extentions correspondent aux courbes de (5", M) sans auto-
intersections. Comme consequence, nous etablissons que tout objet indecomposable rigide 
est atteignable a partir d'une triangulation initiale. 
Tout comme l'algebre amassee A(S,M), n o u s donnons une interpretation via la theorie 
des modules de la formule d'expansion de Schiffler definie en [42]. En s'appuyant sur les 
proprietes de la categorie amassee C(S,M)I n o u s montrons I'equivalence entre la formule 
d'expansion de Schiffier-Thomas et le caractere amasse defini en [36]. 
n 
ABSTRACT 
We study in this thesis the cluster category C(S,M) a n d cluster algebra A(S,M) °f a marked 
surface (5, M) without punctures. 
We give a geometric characterization of the indecomposable objects in C(S,M) a s homotopy 
classes of curves in (S, M) and one-parameter families related to non-contractible closed 
curves in (S,M). Moreover, the Auslander-Reiten structure of the category C($,M) IS 
described in geometric terms and we show that the objects without self-extensions in 
C(s,M) correspond to curves in (S, M) without self-intersections. As a consequence, we 
establish that every rigid indecomposable object is reachable from an initial triangulation. 
As for the cluster algebra A(S,M)I w e &ve a module-theoretic interpretation of Schiffler's 
expansion formula defined in [42]. Based on the properties of the cluster category C(S,M)-> 
we show the coincidence of Schiffler-Thomas' expansion formula and the cluster character 
defined in [36]. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this thesis, k denotes an algebraically closed field. All algebras we con-
sider are finite dimensional A;—algebras with 1, all modules are finite dimensional left 
modules. Moreover, all categories in the thesis are Horn-finite, Krull-Schmidt, additive 
A;—categories. For a finite dimensional A;—algebra A, we denote by modA the category 
of finite dimensional left modules over A. 
In this thesis, we work on a marked surface without punctures (£, M) : Consider a 
compact connected oriented 2-dimensional bordered Riemann surface S with boundary 
dS(=£ 0) and a finite set of marked points M lying on dS with at least one marked point 
on each boundary component. Note that the condition M C OS means that we do not 
allow the marked surface (S, M) to have punctures. 
We study in this thesis the cluster category C(S,M) anc* the cluster algebra A(S,M) °^ 
the marked surface (5, M). The thesis can be divided into two parts with the first part 
containing all the results in [11], and the second part being devoted to the cluster algebra 
<A(s,M)-
Cluster algebras were first introduced in [17] by Fomin and Zelevinsky (see section 6.1). 
This is a class of commutative rings designed to develop an algebraic framework for the 
theory of total positivity in semisimple groups and canonical bases in quantum groups. 
The theory of cluster algebras has connections with various areas of mathematics like 
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quiver representations, Lie theory, combinatorics, Teichrmiller theory and Poisson geom-
etry. 
In [16], a cluster algebra A(s,M) 1S associated to the marked surface (S, M) with a trian-
gulations T, and a bijection 7 «-»• x^ is established between the internal arcs in (S, M) 
and the cluster variables in A(S,M) ( see Theorem 6.1.5). In particular, the initial seed of 
A(s,M) corresponds to the triangulation T of (S, M) (see section 4.1) and the matrix Br 
of T, moreover the mutation of a seed of A(S,M) corresponds to the flip of an arc in the 
triangulation. The cluster algebra A(S,M), defined by iterated mutations, thus is indepen-
dent of the chosen triangulation T of (S, M) since each triangulation of (S, M) can be 
obtained by iterated flips from another. However, the expression of x^ was still unclear 
in [16] until Schiffler-Thomas and Schiffler invented the notion of a complete (r, 7)—path 
which is a concatenation of arcs in T (see Definition 6.2.1), and completely described 
the expression of x^ combinatorially in terms of 7 and F for the cluster algebra .495 M, 
without coefficients and the cluster algebra A(s,M) with coefficients respectively. 
The category C(S,M), a categorification of the cluster algebra A(S,M)I has been defined 
in [1]. In fact, a quiver with potential (Qr, Wr) associated to Br has been defined for 
each triangulation F of (S,M) in [33, 3]. One can define by [1] the cluster category 
Cr = C(Q°prw°p) associated to F since the Jacobian algebra J(Qr, Wr) is finite dimensional. 
Moreover, this category Cp does not depend on the triangulation F of (S, M) and is just 
denoted by C(S,M) U P t° triangle equivalence (see section 5.2), more precisely, C? is triangle 
equivalent to Cr> if F' is another triangulation of (S, M). 
The cluster category CQ associated to a quiver Q introduced in [7] ([13] for An case) 
was intensely investigated (see for example [21, 13, 7, 9, 12, 22, 4]) and is understood 
explicitly in terms of representations of the quiver. However, the category C(S,M)I defined 
by a quiver with potential, is quite difficult to compute and only a few cases of surfaces 
allow direct calculations. 
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We provide in this thesis an explicit description of the objects and the irreducible mor-
phisms in the category C(S,M) m terms of the surface (S, M), independent of the choice 
of a triangulation. In fact, it is shown in [1] that the category C(S,M) IS 2-Calabi-Yau, 
Krull-Schmidt, Horn-finite triangulated A;—category and admits a cluster-tilting object 
Tr corresponding to T. This yields an equivalence of categories by [30] 
Cis,M)/Tr - ^ modJ(Qr,Wr). 
Hence C(S,M) IS closely related to the module category of the string algebra J(Qr,Wr). 
In order to describe the objects and the irreducible morphisms in C(S,M)I w e first study 
the module category of J(Qr, W?). 
A well-known classification theorem in [10] characterizes the indecomposable modules 
over a string algebra by a list of string modules and a collection of band modules. More-
over, the string modules and band modules over J(Qr, Wr) are described in [3] as non-
contractible curves in (S, M) which are not in T and closed curves in (5, M), respectively. 
For each curve 7 in (5, M), we denote by w(T, 7) and M(r ,7 ) the corresponding string 
and string module with respect to T respectively. The boundary of the surface 5" inherits 
an orientation from the orientation of S. We denote by
 s7 the curve obtained from 7 by 
moving its starting point clockwise to the next marked point on the boundary. Likewise, 
moving the ending point of 7 clockwise along the boundary to the next marked point, 
one obtains a curve 7e from 7. These moves, which are called pivot elementary moves, 
establish the irreducible morphisms between string modules in J(Qr, Wr) (see section 
4.3): 
Theorem 1. Each irreducible morphism in modJ(Qr, W?) starting in M(T, 7) is ob-
tained by pivot elementary moves on the endpoints of 7. Moreover, all AR-sequences 
between string modules in modJ(Qr, Wr) are of the form 
0 —> M(r, 7) —> M(r,
 s7) e M(r. 7e) —• M(r, s7e) —> o 
3 
for some curve 7 in (5, M). 
Similarly as module category of J(Qr, Wr)> the indecomposable objects of C(S,M) c a n a^so 
be described as belonging to two classes which we call string objects and band objects. 
Theorem 2. A parametrization of the isoclasses of indecomposable objects in C(S,M) *5 
given by "string objects" and "band objects", where 
(1) The string objects are indexed by the homotopy classes of non-contractible curves 
in (S, M) which are not homotopic to a boundary segment of (S, M), subject to the 
equivalence relation 7 ~ 7 - 1 . 
(2) The band objects are indexed by k*xYl\{S, M)/ ~ , where k* = k\{0} and Hl(S, M)j ~ 
is given by the non-trivial elements of the fundamental group of (S, M) subject to the 
equivalence relation generated by a ~ a~l and cyclic permutation. 
Remark. The curves we consider in Theorem 2 are allowed to have self-intersections. 
The pivot elementary moves also characterize the irreducible morphisms in C^$,M) between 
string objects, as explained in the following theorem. Note that when S is a disc, this 
description of irreducible morphisms has been given in [13]. 
Theorem 3. Let 7 be a non-contractible curve in (S, M) which is not homotopic to a 
boundary segment of (5, M). Then there is an AR-triangle in C{S,M) as follows : 
7 > si © 7e > ale > Til]-
where
 si or j e are zero objects in C(S,M) if they are boundary segments. Moreover, all 
AR-triangles between string objects in C(S,M) are °f this form. 
We obtain also the AR-translation in the cluster category C(S,M) f° r a ^ indecomposable 
objects in C(S,M) '• 
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Proposition 4. The AR-translation in C(s,M) ^S 9^ven by simultaneous counterclockwise 
rotation of starting and ending points of a curve to the next marked points at the boundary. 
Moreover, from Theorem 3 one can deduce the shape of the AR-components of the 
category C(S,M)- In fact> e a c h boundary component of S with t marked points gives rise 
to a tube of rank t in the AR-quiver of C(S,M)- AH other components formed by string 
objects are composed of meshes with exactly two middle terms. 
We also prove that the flips /j(r) which locally change one arc in a triangulation T of 
(S,M) are compatible with the mutations /^(Tp) which locally change one summand of 
the corresponding cluster-tilting object Tp : 
Theorem 5. Each triangulation F of (S,M) yields a cluster-tilting object Tp in C(S,M)> 
and 
Hi(Tr) = r / i ( r ) . 
We then study the relation between extensions of degree 1 in the category C(S,M) an<^ 
intersections of the corresponding curves. We prove the following theorem and corollary : 
Theorem 6. Curves in (S, M) without self-intersections correspond to the indecompos-
able objects without self-extensions in C(s,M)-
Corollary 7. There is a bijection between triangulations of (S, M) and cluster-tilting ob-
jects ofC(s,M)- In particular, each indecomposable object without self-extension is reach-
able from the cluster-tilting object Tp (the initial cluster-tilting object). 
We also give a module-theoretic interpretation of Schiffler's expansion formula Ef (see 
section 6.2.2), since the definition of complete (r,7)—path is quite combinatorial. We 
consider in this thesis the cluster algebra A(S,M) w i t n principal coefficients, and describe 
Schiffler's expansion formula not only for internal arcs but also for all curves in (S, M) 
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in terms of representations of J(Qr, Wr)- To do this, we denote by Ind(7) e Nn a vector 
determined by the minimal injective resolution of M(T, 7) (see section 6.3.3) and by 
^ e ( r ,7 ) the number of collections of substrings of ty(r, 7) such that the direct sum of 
the corresponding string modules has dimension vector e (see the definition in section 
6.3.1). Then Schiffler's expansion formula can be written as follows : 
Theorem 8. Let F be a triangulation of (S, M), and 7 a curve in (5, M). Then 
Ei =^Ve{?,l) Xlnd^+BreTYe. 
e 
We also show the coincidence of SchifBer-Thomas' expansion formula and the cluster 
character defined in [12, 36]. In fact, the cluster-tilting object Tp in C(S,M) induced by a 
triangulation r of (S, M) yields a cluster character 
Xf := X? : IndC(s,M) —> Q(*i, • • •, *n) 
which sends the rigid indecomposable objects in C(s,M) t o t n e duster variables in the 
cluster algebra A%
 M ) without coefficients. By using Poettering's formula for the Euler-
Poincare characteristic of a string module, we can get the following theorem : 
Theorem 9. Let 7 be a curve in (S, M), then 
This thesis is organized as follows : We introduce in the first chapter some basic notions 
related to representations of algebras. In chapter 2, we recall the definition of string al-
gebras and the results on Auslander-Reiten theory in their module category. Chapter 3 
is devoted to a brief introduction to quivers with potentials. We study in chapter 4 the 
string algebra arising from a marked surface (S, M) and give a geometric characterization 
of the Auslander-Reiten theory in its module category. Then, we introduce in chapter 5 
6 
the cluster category of (£, M), the most important results will be presented in this chap-
ter. Finally, in chapter 6 we study the cluster algebra of (S, M), and interpret Schiffler's 
expansion formula in terms of quiver representations. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Preliminaries 
In this chapter, we give a brief introduction to some basic definitions related to repre-
sentations of algebras, one can find more details in [6, 2, 5]. 
1.1 Quivers and their representations 
Definition 1.1.1. A quiver Q = (Q0, Ql, s, e) consists of two sets Q0, Qi, and two maps 
s,e : Qi —> Q0. The elements in Q0 are called the vertices of Q, and those in Qi are 
called the arrows of Q. For each p in Q\, s{p) and e(p) are said to be the starting and 
ending points of p, respectively. 
A quiver Q is said to be finite if both Q0 and Qi are finite sets. The quivers we consider 
in this thesis are always finite. 
Example 1.1.2. The following are examples of quivers : 
8 
(a) ~ (b) L 
Definition 1.1.3. A representation V = (Vt, VP)ieQo,peQ\ °f a quiver Q over k consists 
of a family of k—vector spaces Vt with i £ Qo and a family of k—linear maps Vp with 
By a finite dimensional representation V = (Vt, Vp)l€Q0}PeQ1, we mean that all Vt with 
i € Q0 are finite dimensional over k. 
A morphism / = (ft)teQQ between two representations V and W is given by a family of 
k—linear maps ft : Vt —> Wt with i e Qo such that the following square 
V, 
f'M 
S(P)-
w, «(PT 
w„ 
- Ve(p) 
<P) 
~w. <p) 
commutes for each p G Q\. 
Let Rep kQ denote the category of finite dimensional representations of Q over k. 
The path algebra kQ associated to Q is the k—algebra with its underlying vector space 
having the set of all paths composed right to left as basis, and the multiplication is given 
by the concatenation of paths of Q. The following proposition which can be found in 
[6, 5] is well-known. 
Proposition 1.1.4. The categories Rep kQ and mod kQ are equivalent. 
Remark 1.1.5. If we denote by kQ-mod the category of finite dimensional right modules 
over kQ, then kQ-mod is equivalent to Rep kQop. 
Let R be the ideal of kQ generated by all the arrows in Q. A two-sided ideal / in kQ is 
said to be admissible if there exists an integer m > 2 such that 
RmCl CR2. 
A k—algebra A = Pi © • • • © Pn with the P% indecomposable projective modules is called 
basic if P% qk Pz for i ^ j . The following theorem in [6] shows the importance of the 
representations of quivers in representation theory. 
Theorem 1.1.6. Let A be a basic finite dimensional k—algebra. Then there exists a 
quiver Q and an admissible ideal I of kQ such that 
A £ kQ/I. 
1.2 Auslander-Reiten theory 
Instead of introducing the Auslander-Reiten theory of finite dimensional algebras, we 
give in this section the theory associated to a Krull-Schmidt category (see [40]). More 
details in Auslander-Reiten theory of finite dimensional algebras can be found in [6, 5], 
and we refer to [23] for the Auslander-Reiten theory of triangulated categories in the 
representation theory of finite dimensional algebras. 
1.2.1 Basic definitions 
Let K, be a Horn-finite, Krull-Schmidt, additive A;—category, that is, a A;—category such 
that the endomorphism ring End^(X) of any indecomposable object X is a local ring. 
A morphism / : X —> Y in K, is called a section if there exists a morphism g : Y —> X 
such that gf = idx ; and / is said to be a retraction if there exists a morphism h : 
Y —> X satisfying fh = idy. 
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Definition 1.2.1. A morphism g : Y —» Z in K is called sink morphism if 
(Sil) g is not a retraction, 
(Si2) any morphism g' : P —> Z which is not a retraction factors through g, 
(Si3) g is right minimal, that is, any morphism h : Y —> Y satisfying gh = g is an 
isomorphism. 
Dually, a source morphism / : X —> Y in K. is a morphism satisfying 
(501) f is not a section, 
(502) any morphism f : X —> I which is not a section factors through f, 
(503) f is left minimal, that is, any morphism h : Y —> Y satisfying hf = f is an 
isomorphism. 
The following two definitions defined in an abelian category or in a triangulated category 
respectively are closely related to sink and source morphisms. 
As for an abelian category A, an exact sequence in A 
o^i-ArAz-^o (*) 
is called Auslander-Reiten sequence (or AR-sequence) if / is a source morphism 
and g is a sink morphism in A. 
Let T be a k—linear Horn-finite, Krull-Schmidt, triangulated category with shift [1]. A 
triangle 
x-^yAzAi[i] (**) 
in T is called an Auslander-Reiten triangle (or AR-triangle) if / is a source mor-
phism and g is a sink morphism. 
Note that both X and Z in (*) and (**) are indecomposable. Moreover, Z is uniquely 
determined by X up to isomorphism, we write Z = T~1X. Similarly, we denote X = TZ 
since X is also uniquely determined by Z. The map r is called the Auslander-Reiten 
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translation (or AR-translation) in the corresponding category. 
Assume that A is a finite-dimensional £—algebra. Then it is well-known that mod^4 has 
AR-sequences which means : 
• for any indecomposable non-projective A—module Z, there exists an AR-sequence 
0 — V T Z —>Y —> Z —> 0, 
• for any indecomposable non-injective A—module X, there exists an AR-sequence 
0 —-»• X —» Y —• r~lX —• 0. 
It is also shown in [23] that the derived category Vh(A) of bounded complexes over A has 
AR-triangles, that is, for each non-zero indecomposable object Z in T>b(A), there exist 
two AR-triangles ending and starting at Z respectively. 
1.2.2 Auslander-Reiten quivers 
We define in this section the Auslander-Reiten quiver (or AR-quiver) T = V (/C) of the 
Krull-Schmidt category /C. 
If X and Y are two indecomposable objects in the Krull-Schmidt category /C, let 
r a d ( X , y ) = r a d , c ( X , y ) 
be the set of all non-invertible morphisms in Hom^X, Y), and denote by rad2(X, Y) 
the subspace of r a d ^ X , Y) consisting of all finite sums of morphisms of the form fg 
with g € rad (X, M) and / € rad (M, Y) for some object M € fC. Then the space of 
irreducible morphisms 
Irr(X, Y) = rad (X, Y)/rad 2(X, Y) 
is defined as a quotient of the k—vector spaces rad (X, Y) and rad 2(X, Y). We set 
dXY = d\mkhv(X,Y). 
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Definition 1.2.2. The quiver F = F(IC) of a Krull-Schmidt category K is defined as 
follows 
(Ql) the vertices of V are the isomorphism classes [X] of the indecomposable objects X 
ofIC, 
(Q2) there are d\y arrows from [X] to [Y\. 
If /C has AR-sequences (or AR-triangles), then Auslander-Reiten quiver (or AR-
quiver) of IC is the quiver V endowed with the translation r. 
Definition 1.2.3. A morphism f : X —> Y in IC is called irreducible if 
(11) f is neither a section nor a retraction, 
(12) for any factorization f = / i / 2 either f\ is a section or f2 is a retraction. 
Note that if both X and Y are indecomposable, then / : X —> Y is irreducible if and 
only if / € rad(X, V)\rad2(X, Y), thus there exists an irreducible map from X to Y if 
and only if there exists an arrow between [X] and [V] in the AR-quiver r . Thus the 
knowledge of irreducible morphisms carries information of the AR-quiver of /C, and the 
following lemma in [40] reveals the precise relationship between source morphisms and 
irreducible morphisms in a Krull-Schmidt category. 
Lemma 1.2.4. Let X and M be indecomposable objects in IC, and assume there exists 
a source morphism X —> Y = @rl=1 Ytdl with Yt ¥ Y3 for i ^ j . Then Irr(X, M) ^ 0 if 
and only if M = Yt for some i. 
Dually, a similar connection exists between sink morphisms and irreducible morphisms. 
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CHAPTER 2 
String algebras 
We introduce in this chapter a class of algebras, string algebras, which plays an important 
role in this thesis. 
String algebras were introduced and studied in [44] by Wald and Waschbiisch and in [10] 
by Butler and Ringel. In their paper, they characterized the indecomposable representa-
tions of such algebras by string modules and band modules, and described the irreducible 
morphisms in the category of representations. Crawley-Boevey showed in [14] how to de-
scribe the morphisms between string modules, and the morphisms between band modules 
were studied by Krause in [31]. 
2.1 Definitions and examples 
We recall in this section some basic definitions and examples related to string algebras 
(see [10] for more details). 
Definition 2.1.1. A finite-dimensional algebra A is a string algebra if there is a quiver 
14 
Q and an admissible monomial ideal I such that A = kQ/I and the following conditions 
hold : 
{Stl) at each vertex of Q start at most two arrows and stop at most two arrows, 
(St2) for each arrow a there is at most one arrow ft such that a/3 £ I and at most one 
arrow 8 such that 8a 0 / . 
Example 2.1.2. The following two quivers with admissible ideals are two examples of 
string algebras. 
2 3 
(1 )Q: i / \ e / = 0, 
(2) Q : . Ql , / / =< Piaup2a2, S101,dxfa >. 
5 e2 6 
Given an arrow ft € Q\, we denote 0'1 the formal inverse of /3 with s(/9_1) = e(fi) and 
e(/3_1) = s(/3). A word w = anan-i • • • «i of arrows and their formal inverses is called a 
string (of length n) if al+x ^ a~ \ e(a t) = s(o:8+1) for all 1 < i < n — 1, and no subword 
nor its inverse belongs to / . Thus a string w can be viewed as a walk in the quiver Q 
avoiding the zero relations defining the ideal / : 
Ql <*2 Q n - l ftn 
If . X\ X2 • • • Xn-i Xn %n+l 
where xx are vertices of Q and at are arrows in either direction. For each i G Q0, we 
denote by e, the trivial string of length 0. 
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We denote by s(w) = s(ai) and e(w) = e(an) the starting point and the ending point of 
w, respectively. For technical reasons, we also consider the empty string, denoted by 0, 
which we also call zero string. A string w is called cyclic if the first vertex X\ and the 
last vertex x n + 1 coincide. A band b = a na n_i • • • a2ai is defined to be a cyclic string 
such that each power bm is a string, but b itself is not a proper power of any string. Thus 
b can be viewed as a cyclic walk : 
X2 X3 x 4 
Q i / \ a 4 
b : X\ x5. 
Xn
 ~~a<rX6 
We recall from [10] that each string w in A defines a string module M(w) in modA For 
the empty string 0, we let M(0) be the zero module. For the trivial string w = et, % € Qo, 
M(w) is the simple module corresponding to the vertex 1. Otherwise, let 
o/.\ a2 an_x an 
w : X\ X2 • • • Xn-\ Xn ^n+l 
be a non-trivial string (of length >1), set U(j) = e(a:1) for 1 < j < n and £/(0) = s(w). 
The string module M(w) = (M™, M ^ ) J € Q 0 I P € Q 1 , viewed as a representation of Q, is 
defined as follows : 
(1) for each i e Qo, let G% = {j \ U(j) = i) C { 0 , 1 , . . . , n) and M™ is defined as a 
k—vector space freely generated by the elements in {z3 \ j € G,} for each i € Qo-
(2) for each p G Qt, M™ : M^p) —> M™{p) is defined on the base vectors of M™[p) : if 
a, = p, then Mp(zj-i) = z3, ii a3 = p _ 1 , then Mp(zj) = 2J_J. If ft € Qi and z( is one 
of the base vectors of M™,0) and M™(zi) is not yet defined, we let MJ(2;) = 0. 
Each band b also defines a family of band modules M(b, m, 4>) = (M,6'"1'*, M^'m'4')ieQ0tp£Q1, 
viewed as a representation of Q, with m G N and 0 E Aut(kn) as follows : 
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(1) for each i e Q0, let G\ = {j \ e(a3) = i) C { l , 2 , . . . , n } . Then M*'m'0 := e,€ G ' ,^ 
where Vt ~ A:m is a m—dimensional A;—vector space for each 1 < I < n. 
(2) for each p € Qu Mbp'm^ : Mb;™f —• Mbe'™^ is defined on each direct summand Vt 
of Mb$* = ®ieG>s(p)Vi as follows : if ax = p G Q l5 then Mp6<"^(V;) = <t>(Vn) C Vl5 if 
a: = p - \ then Mjim-*(Vi) = 0-1(l/1) C V„. For 2 < j < n, if a,: = p € <3i, then define 
Mb,m,<t> t o b e t h e identity map from Vj-X to V,, if a, = p~l € Qi, then define Mj'm>* 
to be the identity map from Vj to Vj_i. If /3 e Qi such that Mb^m^ is not yet defined 
on some V^ , let Mg'm'^ |y, be the zero map. 
Example 2.1.3. We consider the string algebra in Example 2.1.2(2), a string w and a 
band b are given as follows 
b: 5-
Thus, the corresponding string module M(w) can be described as follows 
0 0 
0 1 
r •, ^ 
M(w): fe-JL-,7 
X fc2 
1
 \ 
* 0 
and the band module M(b, 2, <fr) with $ 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
is given by 
fc2; =t k? 
M(b,2,4>): n - S - r n ^ 
0 \ 
1 1 
o 1 
i t 0. 
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Note that both M(w) and M(b) are indecomposable. 
Theorem 2.1.4 ([10]). Each indecomposable module over a string algebra A is either a 
string module or a band module. 
2.2 Auslander-Reiten theory related to string algebras 
Let A — kQ/I be a finite-dimensional string algebra. We recall in this section the 
Auslander-Reiten theory in modA 
Let S denote the set of all strings in A. A string w starts (or ends) on a peak if there 
is no arrow a e Q\ with wa G S (or a_1u> € S); likewise, a string w starts (or ends) 
in a deep if there is no arrow /3 € Q\ with w/3'1 G S (or 0w € S). 
A string w — a\a2 • • -Qn with all a, € Q\ is called direct string, and a string of the 
form w~l where w i s a direct string is called inverse string. Strings of length zero are 
both direct and inverse. For each arrow a E Qi, let Na = UaaVa be the unique string 
such that Ua and Va are inverse strings and A^ starts in a deep and ends on a peak (see 
the following figure). 
| Va 1 a | Ua 1 
j V Q : x • • « — • » • « • < • • • •< • 
If the string w does not start on a peak, we define Wh = waVa and say that wh is obtained 
from w by adding a hook on the starting point s{w). Dually, if w does not end on a peak, 
we define
 hw = Va~1a~lw and say that hw is obtained from w by adding a hook on the 
ending point e(w) (see the following figure). 
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.;=A Wh : .* ,.—• — • — T \ hw '• T T ~ " , ^ 
y : s(w) e(w) s{w) e{w) •. j 
Suppose now that the string w starts on a peak. If w is not a direct string, we can write 
w = Wcfi~ll\l2 • • -7r = wcP~lUpl for some /? G Q\ and r > 0. We say in this case that 
wc is obtained from w by deleting a cohook on s(w). If t<; is a direct string, we define 
wc = 0. Dually, assume that w ends on a peak. Then, if w is not an inverse string, we 
can write w = -y'1 • • •'y^li1^™ = Upficw for some /3 € Q\ and r > 0. We say that cw 
is obtained from w by deleting a cohook on e(to), and if w is an inverse string, we define 
cw = 0 (see the following figure). 
V 7 
w : \ / '•;, rzZT' w; : 
e(«j) s( iu) 
The following theorem summarizes the results from [10] concerning AR-sequences be-
tween string modules : 
Theorem 2.2.1 ([10]). For a string algebra A, let w be a string such that M{w) is not 
an infective A—module. Then the AR-sequence starting in M(w) is given 
(1) if w neither starts nor ends on a peak by 
0 —> M{w) —> M{wh) © M{hw) —> M{hwh) —• 0, 
(2) if w does not start but ends on a peak by 
0 —> M(w) —> M{wh) © M{cw) —> M(cwh) —> 0, 
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(3) if w starts but does not end on a peak by 
0 —> M(w) —> M(wc) © M{hw) —> M(hwc) —> 0, 
(4) if w both starts and ends on a peak by 
0 —> M(w) —> M(wc) © M(cw) —> M(cwc) —> 0. 
Remark 2.2.2. (1) Each arrow a G Q\ defines a string Na = UaaVa which starts in a 
deep and ends on a peak. Then w = Ua does not start but ends on a peak, hence we 
have an AR-sequence by the above theorem : 
0 —• M(w) —> M(wh) © M(cw) —> M{cwh) —> 0. 
Here M(cw) = 0 since w is an inverse string, and w^ = Na and cw^ = c(Na) = Va by 
definition. Hence, for each a € Q\, there is an AR-sequence with an indecomposable 
middle term in m o d i : 
0 —• M(Ua) —> M(Na) —> M{Va) —> 0. 
In fact, the AR-sequences between string modules which admit only one direct summand 
in the middle term are indexed by the arrows in Q (see [10] ). 
(2) If the string module M(w) is injective, then w both starts and ends on a peak, thus 
we can write 
w = x'xli • • • If1 Aft • • • ft-ift or 
w = UpAfo • • • &_!& = %H-x • • • Ji'U-1 
where r + s > 1, hence 
CW = 7r_17r"il • • • 72"1. Wc = ft • • • P,-lPs, 
and M(w)/Soc(M(w)) = M(cw) © M(wc) which yields two irreducible morphisms 
M(w) —> M(cw), M(w) —> M(wc). Moreover, cwc = c(wc) = [cw)c is the empty 
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string, hence M(cwc) is the zero module. Thus one might say that the case where 
M(w) is infective is contained in the case (4) of the above theorem. 
(3) The number of indecomposable summands in the middle term of an AR-sequence 
between string modules is at most two. 
Theorem 2.2.3 ([10]). Let A be a string algebra, then all but finitely many components 
of the AR-quiver V of A are of the form ZA™ and TLA^j'< r >. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Quivers with potentials and their 
representations 
We give in this chapter a brief introduction to quivers with potentials and their decorated 
representations which were introduced by Derksen, Weyman and Zelevinsky. We refer to 
[15] for more details where one can also find the definition of mutations of both kinds of 
objects. 
3.1 Quivers with potentials and their mutations 
For a finite quiver Q, the complete path algebra kQ is a A:—vector space consisting of 
(possibly infinite) k—linear combination of paths in Q, with multiplication given by the 
concatenation of the paths. 
If m is the ideal generated by all the elements in Q\, then kQ is a topological space with 
m—adic topology. The pair (Q, W) is called a quiver with potential if Q is a quiver 
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having no loops, and the potential W is an element in 
Pot(Q) = kQ/[kQ,kQ] 
where [kQ, kQ] is the commutator group of kQ. Two elements W and W in kQ are 
cyclically equivalent if W - W 6 [kQ, kQ}. 
Definition 3.1.1. Let (Q, W) and (Q1, W) be two quivers with potentials such that 
Qo — Q'o> then we say they are right-equivalent if there is an algebra isomorphism 
ip : kQ —• kQ' such that ip identifies the idempotents associated to the vertices in Q0 
with those in Q'0 and <p(W) is cyclically equivalent to W. 
For each a € Q\, we define the cyclic derivative da as a A;—linear map 
da : Pot(Q) —• kQ 
acting on cyclic paths p by da(p) = Y2P=uavuv w n e r e the sum is taken over all decompo-
sitions of p as a composition of paths u, a and v, where u and v are possibly idempotents 
of kQ. 
The Jacobian algebra J(Q, W) of quiver with potential (Q, W) is the quotient algebra 
kQ/I(W), where I(W) is the closure of the two-sided ideal generated by 
{ 0 « W | a e Q i } . 
A quiver with potential (Q, W) is said to be trivial if W is the class of a (possibly 
infinite) linear combination of 2-cycles and J(Q, W) = ®ieQ0^ei- A reduced quiver with 
potential (Q, W) means that W does not contain any 2-cycles. 
The direct sum of two quivers with potentials (Q, W) and (Q1, W) with Q0 = Q'Q is 
defined as a new quiver with potential (Q", W + W), where Qo — Qo and Q" = Qi UQ[. 
The following theorem plays a very important role for quivers with potentials. 
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Theorem 3.1.2 ([15], Splitting Theorem). For any quiver with potential (Q, W), there 
exist a reduced quiver with potential (Qredi Wred) and a trivial one (Qtnv, Wtriv) (both are 
unique up to right equivalence) such that (Q, W) is right equivalent to the direct sum of 
{Qred, Wred) and (Qtriv, Wtriv). 
Definition 3.1.3. Given a quiver with potential (Q, W) and a vertex j G QQ not involved 
in any 2-cycle, the mutation of quiver with potential (Q, W) at vertex j , denoted by 
Lij(Q,W), is a new quiver with potential obtained from (Q, W) as follows 
. [Pa (MQl) add a new arrow i —-> / for any subquiver i —t j —>• / in Q, 
(MQ2) replace each arrow a incident with j by its formal inverse a - 1 , 
we obtain a new quiver Q from the above three steps, 
(MQ3) let W be a new potential in Pot(Q) defined as W = [W] + A^ where [W] is 
obtained from W by substituting i — \ I for each factor i A j —> I in any occurrence of 
Pa in the decomposition of W, and Aj = ^Q;_1/3_1[/3a] where the sum is taken over 
all subquivers of the form i A j —> I in Q, 
H3(Q, W) is defined to be the reduced part of (Q, W). 
Example 3.1.4. We consider the following quiver with potential (Q, W) : 
Q: 
It easy to see that (Q, W) is a reduced quiver with potential and the Jacobian ideal can 
be written as 
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Note that the Jacobian algebra J(Q, W) is a string algebra. Moreover, the mutation 
^ ( Q , W) = (Q', W) of (Q, W) is given as follows 
With W = 02 0l[PM + a2 «l" [«1«2]. 
3.2 Decorated representations and their mutations 
To each quiver with potential (Q, W), we associate a vector space R = ® t 6Q0 ^en where 
ex is the idempotent corresponding to the vertex i € QQ. 
Definition 3.2.1. A decorated representation of a quiver with potential (Q, W) is a 
pair M — (M,V), where M is a finite dimensional J(Q, W)—module, and V is a finite 
dimensional module over R. 
Let M = (M, V) be a decorated representation of (Q, W) and j £ Q0 be a vertex not 
involved in any 2-cycle. Assume ax,... ,am are all the arrows of Q ending at j , and all 
arrows starting from j are denoted by ft,..., (3n. We set 
m n 
Min = 0 Ms(Qi), Mmt = 0 Me(A). 
This induces two k—linear maps as follows 
a = (M Q 1 , . . . , MaJ : Mm —> M3, (3 = (Mfil,..., Mfin)T : M, —• M ^ . 
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Moreover, we define another A;—linear map 6 = (6%J) : M^t —> Af,n where 6 can be 
viewed as a block matrix with m x n blocks such that each 9tJ is defined as follows 
0l3 = d[0]ai]W : Me(/3j) —> Ms{a%). 
Recall from Lemma 10.6 in [15] that aO = 60 = 0. 
The mutation of decorated representation fij(M) = (M',V) of M = (M, V) at 
vertex j is a decorated representation of the quiver with potential fij(Q, W), where the 
underlying vector spaces M' and V are defined as follows 
• let M[ — M% and V[ = V% for each i ^ j in Q0, 
• M'3 and V are defined as follows 
, , , ker0 . . kera
 Tr — ker/3 
3
 imp imp kerp n ima 
and the actions of arrows of fij(Q, W) can be described in the following three cases : 
• let M!p , = M0]Mai for all 1 < i < m and 1 < j < n, 
• M'Q = Ma if e{a)jLj ^ s(a), 
• M'_! and M'_i are given by following data : 
(M;_, , . . . , M ; _ , ) T - £ = (o,
 t, LO-, o): M; —> Mm, 
( M ^ , . . . , JWJ-O = a = (-Trp, -0,0, Of : M^ —> M'y 
where i : im# —> Mtn is an embedding, p : M ^ —> kev6 is a A;—linear map such 
that pi = idfcer(3, TT : ker# —> ker^/im/3 is the natural projection, the A;—linear map 
a : keva/imO —> kern satisfies na = idkera/lme. 
Example 3.2.2. Let (Q, W) and (Q1, W) = p-2{Q,W) be the quivers with potentials 
in Example 3.1.4- We consider the decorated representations Mi = (^2,0) and A42 — 
(0,5*2) where P2 is the indecomposable projective J (Q,W)—module and 5*2 is the sim-
ple J(Q,W)—module corresponding to vertex 2, respectively. Then the above definition 
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implies 
to(Mi) = (I'2,0) and fi2(M2) = (S'2,0), 
where I'2 is the indecomposable injective module and S'2 is the simple module over J(Q', W). 
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CHAPTER 4 
String algebras arising from a marked 
surface 
In [3], a quiver with potential (Qr, Wr) has been defined for each triangulation T of 
a marked surface without punctures (S, M). It is shown in [3] that the corresponding 
Jacobian algebra J(Qr, Wr) is a finite dimensional string algebra, and there is a bijection 
between curves in (S, M) and strings in J(Qr,Wr). Moreover, the link between closed 
curves in (S, M) and bands in J(Qr, Wr) is also given in [3]. 
Based on the above knowledge, we give in this chapter a geometric characterization of 
the Auslander-Reiten theory for the string algebra J(Qr, Wr). The main results in this 
chapter come from [11]. 
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4.1 Triangulations of a marked surface 
We consider throughout this thesis a marked surface without punctures (S, M) : S 
is a compact connected oriented 2-dimensional bordered Riemann surface with OS ^ 0 
and M is a finite set of marked points lying on the boundary of S with at least one 
marked point on each boundary component. Moreover, the orientation of S induces an 
orientation for the boundaries, we view the boundaries as circles, and assume each circle 
is oriented clockwise. 
By a curve in (S, M), we mean a continuous function 7 : [0,1] —> S with 7(0), 7(1) G M. 
A closed curve is one with 7(0) = 7(1), and a simple curve is one where 7 is injective, 
except possibly at the endpoints. For a curve 7, we denote by 7"""1 the inverse curve 
7 _ 1 : [0,1] —> S, t H-» 7(1 — t). We always consider curves up to homotopy, and for 
any collection of curves we implicitly assume that their mutual intersections are minimal 
possible in their respective homotopy classes. We recall from [16] the definition of a 
triangulation : 
Definition 4.1.1. An arc 8 in (S, M) is a simple non-contractible curve in (5, M). The 
boundary of S is a disjoint union of circles, which are subdivided by the points in M 
into boundary segments. We call an arc 5 a boundary arc if it is homotopic to such 
a boundary segment. Otherwise, S is said to be an internal arc. A triangulation of 
(S, M) is a maximal collection T of arcs that do not intersect except at their endpoints. 
We call a triangle A in Y an internal triangle if all edges of A are internal arcs. 
Example 4.1.2. The following is a triangulation T of the disk with 8 marked points. 
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By the definition, r6 and r7 are two boundary arcs, and the internal arcs consist of 
Ti, . . . , r5. Moreover, A2 is an internal triangle but Ai is not. 
Up to homeomorphism, (5, M) is defined by the genus g of S*, the number b of boundary 
components, and the number c = \M\ of marked points. Moreover, the following formula 
gives the number of internal arcs in a triangulation of (S, M). 
Proposition 4.1.3 ([16]). In each triangulation of(S,M), the number of internal arcs 
is 
n = 6g + 36 + c — 6. 
If Ti is an internal arc in a triangulation T, then there exists exactly one internal arc 
T[ ^ T{ in (S, M) such that fi(T) := (T \ ( r j ) U {r/} is also a triangulation of (S, M). In 
fact, the internal arc T[ is a diagonal in the quadrilateral formed by the two triangles of 
T containing r i ; and r/ is the other diagonal in that quadrilateral, see [16]. We denote r[ 
by fr(i~i) and say that /T ,(r) is obtained from T by applying a flip along Tj. In fact, by 
applying iterated flips one can obtain all triangulations of (S, M) : 
Theorem 4.1.4 ([16]). For any two triangulations of (S,M) there is a sequence of flips 
which transforms one triangulation into the other. 
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4.2 Quiver with potential associated to the marked 
surface 
Recall from [3, 33] that each triangulation T of (S, M) yields a quiver with potential 
(Qr, WT) : 
(1) Qr = {Qo, Q\) where the set of vertices Q0 is given by the internal arcs of T, and the 
set of arrows Q\ is defined as follows : Whenever there is a triangle A in F containing 
two internal arcs a and 6, then there is an arrow p : a —> b in Qx if a is a predecessor of 
b with respect to the clockwise orientation at the intersection vertex of a and b in A, 
(2) every internal triangle A in T gives rise to an oriented cycle aA/3A7A in Q, unique up 
to cyclic permutation of the factors aA, /3A, 7A. We define 
WT = ^ a A ^ A 7 A 
A 
where the sum runs over all internal triangles A of I\ 
From [3] we know that J(Qr, Wr) is a finite-dimensional string algebra provided (Qr-, W?) 
is defined by a triangulation of a marked surface as above. 
Example 4.2.1. We consider an annulus with two marked points on one boundary com-
ponent and three on the other boundary component. Let T be a triangulation of the annulus 
with internal arcs 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 as follows : 
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The associated Jacobian algebra J(Qr, Wr) is cluster-tilted of type A4, where the quiver 
Qr is as follows 
and the potential W? = af36. 
In [3], the strings and bands of J(Qr, W?) are related to the curves and closed curves 
respectively in (S, M) : For two curves 7', 7 in (S, M) we denote by 7(7', 7) the minimal 
intersection number of two representatives of the homotopy classes of 7' and 7. For each 
curve 7 in (S, M) with d = 5Zy6 r 7(7', 7) we fix an orientation of 7, and let xi, x2, • • •, %d 
be the internal arcs of T that intersect 7 in the fixed orientation of 7, see Figure 1. 
Figure 1 
Here we denote by 5(7) = 7(0) the start point of 7, and by e(-y) = 7(1) its endpoint. The 
start and the end point of 7 lie on the boundary, indicated by the circles in Figure 1. Along 
its way, the curve 7 is passing through (not necessarily distinct) triangles Ao, A i , . . . , Ad. 
Thus we obtain a string w(T, 7) in J(Qr, Wr) : 
/•r N, " i ot2 ad-.2 ad_i T0(r,7) :xi x2 xd_2 x d_! xd. 
We recall from [3] the following result concerning the map 7 »-> w(F, 7) : 
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Theorem 4.2.2. Let V be a triangulation of a marked surface (S,M). There exists a 
bisection 7 (->• w(r, 7) between the homotopy classes of non-contractible curves in (S, M) 
not homotopic to an arc in V and the strings of J(Qr, Wr)-
Similarly, each non-contractible closed curve b in S defines a cyclic walk in J(Qr, Wr). 
If b is not a proper power of any other closed curves, then it defines a band w(T, b). We 
denote by M(I \ 7) the corresponding string module M(w(T,,y)). 
Remark 4.2.3. Let Ul(S, M) be the set of the non-trivial elements of the fundamental 
group of (S,M), that is, the set of the non-contractible closed curves with the same 
endpoints in (S,M) up to homotopy. Remark that, as an element in Ul(S,M), b does 
not depend on the choice of the endpoint. 
Example 4.2.4. We reconsider Example 4-2.1 with one more curve 7 in the annulus. 
The fundamental group of an annulus is isomorphic to Z, and we fix a simple closed 
curve b as generator. From the above figure we obtain w(T, 7) and w(T, b) as follows : 
w(r ,7 ) : 3 4, 
2 
w(T,b): 1 ^ X 4 . 
X 3 X 
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It is obvious that different triangulations yield different quivers with potentials, and 
Theorem 4.1.4 allows to get a new triangulation by flips. On the other hand, a new quiver 
with potential can be obtained by the mutations defined in Definition 3.1.3. The following 
theorem shows that the flips of a triangulation and the mutations of corresponding quiver 
with potential are compatible. 
Theorem 4.2.5 ([33]). Let T and T' be two triangulations of (S, M). IfV = fi{T), then 
^(Qr,Wr) = (Qr,,Wr,). 
Let T be a triangulation of (S, M), then we associate a decorated representation M(T, 7) 
of the quiver with potential (Q r , Wr) to each curve 7 in (S, M) by setting 
. x ( r , 7 ) = (M(r,7),o)if7^r, 
• M{T, 7) = (0, Si) if 7 = Tj e T, where Si are the simple J(Qr, Wr)~modules. 
The following theorem which is adapted from [34] to our setup shows that the flips of 
triangulations are compatible with the mutations of decorated representations. 
Theorem 4.2.6 ([34]). Let T and V be two triangulations of(S, M) such that Y' = fi(T), 
then 
/Xi(M(r,7)) = M r ' , 7 ) = M(/i(r) ,7) 
for any curve in (S, M). 
Example 4.2.7. We consider triangulations F and F' — f2{F) of a disk with 8 marked 
points mi , ra 2 , . . . ,rns. 
TT12 TT12 
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Then the associated quivers with potentials are given as follows 
Theorem 4-2.5 (see also Example 3.1.4) shows that (Qr',Wr>) = fi2(Qr,Wr). Moreover, 
if we consider the diagonals 7 = m1??a5 and r2 = m2m§ in the disc; then 
M(T,7) = (P2,0) and M(T,r2) = (0,S2) 
are two decorated representations of (Qr, Wr), where P2 is an indecomposable projective 
J'(Qr,Wr) — module, and S2 is the corresponding simple module. On the other hand, we 
have 
M(T',y) = {I2,0) and M(T',T2) = (S'2,0) 
where I2 is an indecomposable injective J(Qr, WY>)—module, and S2 is the corresponding 
simple module. Theorem 4-2.6 (see also Example 3.2.2) implies that 
MM(r ,
 7)) = /i2(A, o) = ( 4 0) = M(r\ 7) = M(f2(n 7), 
fi2(M(T, r2)) = /^(O, S2) = (S'2, 0) = M(T', r2) = M(f2(T), r2). 
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4.3 A geometric characterization of the Auslander-Reiten 
theory in J(Qr, Wr) 
We study in this section the string algebra J(Qr, Wr) arising from a triangulation F 
of a marked surface. We omit the subscript and denote the Jacobian algebra just by 
J(Q, W), the string w(r, 7) and string module A/(r, 7) are just denoted by it;(7) and 
M(-y) respectively. 
Note that Theorem 4.2.2 allows us to consider each indecomposable module as given by 
a curve or a closed curve in (S, M). By Theorem 2.2.1, we describe the irreducible maps 
between indecomposables by pivot elementary moves. 
To define elementary moves on curves in (S, M) we use the fact that the orientation of 
S induces an orientation on each boundary component of S : For any curve 7 in (S, M) 
we denote by
 s7 the pivot elementary move of 7 on its starting point, meaning that 
the curve
 sy is obtained from 7 by moving the starting point 5(7) clockwise to the next 
marked point b on the same boundary component (note that b = 5(7) if there is only one 
marked point lying on the same boundary component). Similarly, we denote by 7e the 
pivot elementary move of 7 on its ending point, see Figure 2. Iterated pivot elementary 
moves are denoted
 s-ye = s(7e) = (/y)e, s27 = ,(,7) and ye2 = (%)e, respectively. 
Remark 4.3.1. If c € U{(S,M) is a non-contractible closed curve, then we view c as 
a closed curve in (S,M) with end-points on the boundary as in Remark 4.2.3. By the 
definition of pivot elementary moves we obtain that
 sce is again a closed curve whose 
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endpoints are moved to the next point on the boundary, thus
 sce = c as elements in 
H.\{S, M) (see the following picture for example). 
Lemma 4.3.2. Let V be a triangulation of a marked surface (S, M), and let 7 be a curve 
in (S, M) such that the string w(-y) of J(Q, W) is non-empty. 
(1) Ifw(-y) does not start on a peak, then w(s^/) is obtained by adding a hook on s(w(,y)). 
Thus w(s'y) = iw(7)/i and there is an irreducible morphism in modJ(Q, W) : M{~f) —> 
M(si). 
(2) If w(y) does not end on a peak, then iu(7e) is obtained by adding a hook on e(w("f)). 
Thus itf(7e) = /iw(7) and there is an irreducible morphism in modJ(Q, W) : M(y) —> 
M(7 e) . 
Proof. We only prove (1) since (2) is obtained dually. 
As shown in Figure 3, we denote by r n , r ,2 , . . . , rti the internal arcs of V that intersect 7. 
Let b be the marked point lying clockwise next to s(^) on the same boundary component. 
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Since 7 does not start on a peak, there exists an arrow a : rio —>• Tix in Q such that 11/(7)0: 
is a string in J(Q, W), for some internal arc rio G T. Let TJZ,TJ2, . . . , Tjr be all internal arcs 
in T which intersect rio in the vertex s(7) and which are successors of rio with respect to 
clockwise orientation at the common vertex s(^). We denote by Pi, / 3 2 , . . . , Pr the arrows 
of Q induced by the internal arcs rio, r ^ , . . . , Tjr. Then u>(s7) = w ^ a ^ f 1 / ^ 1 • • • P~x = 
11/(7)0:14 where Va = P^P^1 • • • P'1- This means that u/(s7) is obtained from 11/(7) 
by adding a hook on s(w(-y)). By Theorem 2.2.1 there is an irreducible morphism : 
M(y) —> M(,7) in modJ(Q, W). D 
Lemma 4.3.3. Let V be a triangulation of a marked surface (S, M), and let 7 be a curve 
in (S, M) such that the string 11/(7) °f J(Q, W) *s non-empty. 
(1) 7/10(7) staris on a pea/i;, f/ien u>(s7) ?'s obtained by deleting a cohook on s{w{^)). 
Thus tu(s7) = u>(7)0 arcd if w{l)c i>s non-empty there is an irreducible morphism in 
modJ{Q, W) • M(y) —• M(a-y). 
(2) 7/ ^(7) ends on a peak, then iu(7e) is obtained by deleting a cohook on e{w{^)). 
Thus u/(7c) = ciw(7) and «/ cu>(7) ts non-empty there is an irreducible morphism in 
modJ(Q, W) : M( 7 ) —•» M(7 e) . 
Proof. As before we only prove part (1) of the lemma. 
Figure 4 
We denote by b the marked point lying clockwise next to 5(7) on the same boundary. We 
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further denote by r n , ri2,..., rld the internal arcs that intersect 7 in the order indicated in 
Figure 4. Since 10(7) starts on a peak, there is an r > 1 such that the arcs rM, r l 2 , . . . , rlr+1 
intersect in the vertex b and induce arrows px, 02, • • •, Pr in Qi as shown in Figure 4. We 
choose r to be maximal and distinguish the following cases : 
(1) If r + 1 = d then ^(7) is a direct string and w(s~f) = w(-y)c is the empty string. 
(2) If r + 1 < d then by maximality of r there is an arrow a in Q\ from r,r+2 to rir+1. 
Since 7 starts on a deep, T10 is a boundary arc which implies U~l = PTPT-i • • • Pi-
Moreover, we know w(-y) = wQa~lPrPr-i • • • Pi = w0a~1U~^. Thus tu(s7) = w0 which 
means that w(s'y) is obtained by deleting a cohook on s(w('y)). If u>(s7) is non-empty, 
we obtain by Theorem 2.2.1 that there is an irreducible morphism in modJ(Q, W) : 
M(7) —> M( , 7 ) . 
D 
Theorem 4.3.4. Let Y be a triangulation of a marked surface (S, M), and let 7 be a curve 
in (S, M). Then each irreducible morphism in modJ(Q, W) starting in M(-y) is obtained 
by pivot elementary moves on endpoints 0/7. Moreover, all AR-sequences between string 
modules in mod J(Q, W) are of the form 
0 —> M( 7 ) —> M(s7) 8 M(7 e) —> M( s 7 e) —> 0 
/or some curve 7 m (5, M). 
Froo/. The irreducible morphisms and AR-sequences between string modules are de-
scribed in Theorem 2.2.1. Among the four cases listed there, we only consider the second 
case here, the others being similar : Suppose w(-y) does not start but ends on a peak, then 
we get from Lemma 4.3.2 and Lemma 4.3.3 two irreducible morphisms M(7) —> M(s-y) 
and M(7) —> M(je). Moreover, the construction of s7 does not change any information 
of 7 on e(7), that is w(s'y) also ends on a peak if it is non-empty. By Lemma 4.3.3 again 
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we get an irreducible morphism M(a"f) —> M(57e) in case w(s-ye) is non-empty, and sim-
ilarly, there is an irreducible morphism M(-ye) —> M(s%) induced by 7e. This completes 
the proof since the number of summands in the middle term of an AR-sequence between 
string modules is at most two. • 
To complete the description of irreducible morphisms in modJ(Q, W), we recall from [10] 
that each band in J(Q, W) yields a k*—family of homogeneous tubes in the AR-quiver 
of J(Q, W), given by an embedding modk[t, t~l] -» modJ(Q, W). 
Corollary 4.3.5. The AR-translation in modJ(Q, W) is given by simultaneous coun-
terclockwise rotation of starting and ending point of a curve to the next marked points at 
the boundary, that is 
r - 1 ( M ( 7 ) ) = M( s 7e) 
if M{pi) is not an infective J(Q, W)—module. 
Proof. For string modules this is shown in Theorem 4.3.4 above. For any band b in 
J(Q, W) we have b =
 sbe as elements in U*i{S, M). Moreover, the corresponding band 
modules M(b, n, (j>) lie on homogeneous tubes and thus satisfy r _ 1 (M(b, n, 0)) = M(b, n, (p). 
• 
Example 4.3.6. We reconsider the curve 7 from Example 4-2.1. It is easy to obtain the 
following descriptions : 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
A/(7)= 3 2 3 , A/ ( ,7 )= 2 3 2 3 , M(fe)~ 3 2 3 2 , M{sle)= 2 3 2 3 2 . 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Hence, we have an AR-sequence : 
0 —> M( 7 ) —> M(sl) © M(7 e) —> M(sle) —* 0. 
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Remark 4.3.7. If M{^) is an injective J(Q,W) —module, then it follows from the de-
scription in Remark 2.2.2(2) that
 s^e is an internal arc in T which implies M (s7e) = 0. 
Dually, if 7 € T is an internal arc, then M(s7e) is a projective module in modJ((5, W). 
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CHAPTER 5 
Cluster category of a marked surface 
The cluster category CQ associated to a quiver Q was introduced in [7] ([13] for An 
case), and it was shown in [27] that CQ is a triangulated category. The cluster category 
C(QW) of a quiver with potential (Q, W) whose Jacobian algebra is finite dimensional was 
defined in [1]. It has been shown that C(Q,W) is a 2-Calabi-Yau category which admits a 
cluster-tilting object T(Q,W) such that 
C(Q,W)/T{QW) ^ mod j (c r , w°n 
(see Theorem 5.1.5). It is also called generalized cluster category since C(Q,W) is canonically 
equivalent to the cluster category CQ defined by [7] if Q is acyclic and W = 0. 
In the previous chapter, a quiver with potential (Qr, W?) has been defined for each tri-
angulation T of a marked surface (S, M), the corresponding Jacobian algebra J(£?r< Wr) 
is a finite dimensional algebra, and the Auslander-Reiten theory has been described in 
geometric terms. Hence we can define a cluster category C(Q°P
 W°PJ for each triangulation 
T of (5, M) which yields a cluster-tilting object T^Q°ptwop) s u c n that 
C(Qrp,w£p)/T(Q°p,w£p) —* modJ(Qr,Wr). 
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Therefore, the cluster category C(Q°PW»PJ is closely related to the module category over 
J{Qr, Wr) which we already studied in the previous chapter. 
In fact, the cluster category C^Q°V
 W°P^ is a Krull-Schmidt triangulated category, and it 
does not depend on the choice of a triangulation of (S, M) (see Proposition 5.2.2), we 
denote it just by C[S,M) an(^ c a ^ ^ t n e c/uster category of the marked surface (S, M). In 
this chapter, we provide an explicit description of the indecomposable objects and the 
irreducible morphisms in the category C(s,M) m terms of the surface (S, M), independent 
of the choice of a triangulation. These are the main results in [11]. 
5.1 Definitions 
In this section, we introduce the cluster category C(Qtw) of a quiver with potential (Q, W) 
whose Jacobian algebra J(Q, W) is finite dimensional. Note that if J(Q, W) is infinite 
dimensional, then the associated cluster category is also defined in [37]. In both cases, 
the definitions depend on the Ginzburg-dg algebras which were introduced in [20]. 
5.1.1 Ginzburg-dg algebras 
Definition 5.1.1. A differential Z-graded algebra (or dg-algebra) is a Z-graded 
k—algebra A = Y[ieZA% endowed with a differential d such that 
d(ab) = d(a)b+(-iyad(b) 
for all a € A\b € A. 
Let (Q, W) be a quiver with potential. We associate to the quiver Q = (Q0, Qx) a graded 
quiver Q = (Qo,Qi), that is, a quiver with integer degree on each arrow, by setting 
Qo = Qo (of degree 0) and Qi is given by 
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• Qi (of degree 0), 
• a formal inverse a-1 : j—ri (of degree -1) for each arrow a : i—>j in Qi, 
• a loop U : %—>i (of degree -2) for each i G Q0. 
The Ginzburg dg-algebra A(QIW) associated to (Q, W) is the dg—algebra whose under-
lying graded algebra is the completed graded path algebra kQ (see section 3.1) endowed 
with the unique continuous differential d which takes the following values on the gener-
ators of A(QIVV) 
• d(a) = 0 for each a G Q\, 
• d(a~l) = da(W) for each a G f t , 
• d(ti) = ei(J2a€Q I01' a _ 1 ] ) e i ' where e, is the idempotent associated to the vertex i G Q0. 
It is easy to find that d2 = 0 and H°(A(Qtw)) — J{Q, W). 
Example 5.1.2. Let (Q, W) be a quiver with potential, where Q is the following quiver 
2 
/ \ 
\*> - =»3 
and W = a/38, then the underlying graded quiver Q of the Ginzburg dg-algebra is given 
by 
By definition, the differential d of the Ginzburg dg-algebra \Q,W) satisfies 
• d(a) = d(/3) = d(6) = d(ei) = 0, where e% is idempotent in kQ, 
• dia-1) = 08, d((3-1) = 8a, d^"1) = ap, 
• d{h) = 00~x - a~xa, d(t2) = aa~l - 8~l8, d{t3) = 8S'1 - 0~l0. 
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5.1.2 Cluster category of a quiver with potential 
Let A be a k—linear Horn-finite, Krull-Schmidt, k—triangulated category with translation 
functor [1]. Assume moreover that A is 2-Calabi-Yau, that is, there exist bifunctorial 
isomorphisms 
A(X,Y[l])~DA(Y,X[l]), 
where D denotes the duality functor Homfc(?, k). The following theorem is important. 
Theorem 5.1.3 ([41]). Let A be a k—linear Horn-finite, 2-Calabi-Yau, Krull-Schmidt, 
triangulated category with shift [lj. Then A has Auslander-Reiten triangles. 
Definition 5.1.4. A basic object T in A is called a cluster-tilting object if it satisfies 
the condition that Ext^(T, X) = 0 if and only if X E add(T). 
Let (<5, W) be a quiver with potential whose Jacobian algebra is finite dimensional, and let 
h(Q,w) De the Ginzburg dg-algebra corresponding to (Q, W). We denote by X ,(A(QIW/)) its 
derived category (for more details, we refer to [26]). The cluster category C^Q^W) associated 
to (Q, W) is defined in [1] as the quotient of triangulated categories 
C(Q,W) '•= 'P{h(Q,w))/'D (A(Q,HO) 
where V(A(QIW)) is the thick subcategory of V(A(Q<W)) generated by A(Q;Vy) and P 6 ( A ( Q ^ ) ) 
is the full subcategory of V(A^QW)) whose objects are those with finite dimensional total 
homology. 
Theorem 5.1.5 ([1, 30]). Let (Q, W) be a quiver with potential whose Jacobian algebra 
J(Q, W) is finite-dimensional. Considering (Qop, Wop), one has the following statement 
(1) C(Qopiy°p) is 2-Calabi-Yau, Horn-finite and the image T^QoptWoP^ of' h.(Q°pywoP) inC(QoPWoP) 
a cluster-tilting object. 
(2) C{QoptWoP)l T(QopWoP} is equivalent to modJ(Q, W). Moreover, the projection functor 
C{QOP,WOP) -» modJ(Q,W) is given by Extc(QOPiWop)(T^QapiWaP),-). 
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5.2 Cluster category C(S,M) 
Theorem 5.2.1 ([29]). Let (Q, W) be a quiver with potential such that the Jacobian 
algebra J(Q, W) is finite dimensional. If Q does not contain 2-cycles, then for each 
vertex i G QQ, there is a triangle equivalence 
where fii(Q,W) is mutated from the quiver with potential (Q,W) at the vertex i (see 
Definition 3.1.3). 
Combining this theorem together with Theorem 4.2.5, we get the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.2.2. Let (Qr, Wr) and (Qr, Wr>) be two quivers with potentials associated 
to two triangulations V and V of a marked surface without punctures (S, M) respectively. 
Then there is a triangle equivalence 
Hence, the cluster category C(Q°ptwop) does not depend on the triangulation of (S, M) and 
we just denote it by C(S,M)-
5.2.1 Indecomposable objects in C(S,M) 
In order to describe the indecomposable objects in C(s,M)-> w e choose one triangulation T 
of the marked surface without punctures (S, M). As explained in the previous section, 
the category Cp := C(Q°PW°P) is (up to triangle equivalence) independent of the choice of 
a triangulation of (5, M). Moreover, it is a Krull-Schmidt category, so it is sufficient to 
describe all indecomposable objects up to isomorphism. 
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As in section 4.3, unless comparing two different triangulations, we omit the subscript 
and denote the quiver with potential (Qr, Wr) defined by T just with (Q, W), the string 
w(r, 7) and string module M(I\ 7) are just denoted by w(-y) and M(-y) respectively. 
From Theorem 5.1.5(2), the indecomposable objects in C(S,M) a r e either indecomposable 
modules over the Jacobian algebra J(Q, W) or one of the |Qo| = 6g + 3b + \M\ - 6 
summands of Tr := T(Q°VW°PJ (see Proposition 4.1.3). We call the objects in C(S,M) that 
correspond to the string modules over J(Q, W) and the summands of Tr the string 
objects. The objects in C($,M) correspond to the band modules over J(Q, W) are called 
the band objects. 
Theorem 5.2.3. A parametrization of the isoclasses of indecomposable objects in C(S,M) 
is given by string objects and band objects, where 
(1) the string objects are indexed by the homotopy classes of non-contractible curves 
in (S,M) which are not homotopic to a boundary segment of (S,M), subject to the 
equivalence relation 7 ~ 7 - 1 . 
(2) the band objects are indexed by k*xU.\(S, M)j ~ , where k* = A;\{0} and H\{S, M)j ~ 
is given by the non-trivial elements of the fundamental group of (S, M) subject to the 
equivalence relation generated by a ~ a - 1 and cyclic permutation. 
Proof. Let T be a triangulation of (S, M). As explained before, the indecomposable ob-
jects in C(S,M) a r e either given by indecomposable modules over the Jacobian algebra 
J(Q, W), or they correspond to the indecomposable summands of 7V, thus to the internal 
arcs in Y. The (finite-dimensional) indecomposable modules over a string algebra A are 
classified in [10] : Each indecomposable A—module is (isomorphic to) a string or a band 
module. The string module M(w) is isomorphic to the string module M(w~l) defined 
by the inverse string w"1, and the band module M{b,n,4>) is isomorphic to M(b',n, 0) 
whenever b' is obtained from b by inversing or cyclic permutation. Apart from that, there 
are no isomorphisms between string or band modules. 
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Thus each non-contractible curve 7 which is not homotopic to a boundary segment of 
(S,M) corresponds to an indecomposable object in C(S,M)- *n c a s e 7 ls n o t a n m t e r n a l 
arc in T, it corresponds to the string module M(10(7)). From Theorem 4.2.2 and what we 
have discussed above we conclude that two such curves 7,5 are isomorphic as objects in 
C(S,M) precisely when 7 is homotopic to 5 or to its inverse 5~l. We refer to these objects 
as the string objects. 
The remaining indecomposable objects in C(S,M) correspond to the band modules M(b, n, 4>) 
over J(Q, W), we refer to them as band objects. They are parametrized by a positive inte-
ger n, an automorphism <\> of kn which is given by an element of k* since k is algebraically 
closed, and a band b of J(Q, W). The fundamental group n 1 (5 , M) is a free group with 
a finite number of generators which are given by closed simple curves in S (see [32]). In 
order to avoid counting curves with opposite orientation twice we consider the elements 
in TLi{S, M) up to the equivalence relation a ~ a - 1 . 
Moreover, to comply with the definition of a band module, we write each element a in 
Ui(S,M) as a = bn (multiplicatively written) for some b € H\(S, M) which itself is 
not a proper power of an element in Ui(S, M). Furthermore, we consider the elements 
of Ti\{S,M) up to cyclic permutation of their factors. Then it is clear that the band 
modules M(b,n,<fi) over J(Q, W) correspond bijectively to k* x Hl(S, M)/ ~, where 
H\(S, M)/ ~ is given by the non-zero elements of the fundamental group of (5, M) 
subject to the equivalence relation generated by a ~ a - 1 and cyclic permutation. This is 
the description of the band objects in C(S,M) given in part (2) of Theorem 5.2.3. • 
In the following, we identify the non-boundary curves in (S, M) with the string objects 
in C(5,M), and the band objects in C(S,M) a r e J u s t v i e w e d a s pairs (A, b) 6 k* x Ul(S, M). 
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5.2.2 Irreducible morphisms in C(s,M) 
Recall tha t C(S,M) = Cr = C{Qop,wop) ls a Horn-finite, 2-Calabi-Yau, Krull-Schmidt, tri-
angulated A;-category with translation functor [1]. Moreover, Theorem 5.1.3 implies that 
C(s,M) n a s AR-triangles and the AR-translation is given by r = [1] (see [41]). Based on 
the geometric description of the indecomposable objects in C(s,M)> w e S^ve m t m s subsec-
tion a geometric characterization of the irreducible morphisms in C(s,M)- In the following, 
we omit subscript and denote the cluster category C(S,M) °f ( ^ M) just by C. 
Recall that C admits a cluster-tilting object T r = T(Q°P,VK°P) which is associated to the 
triangulation V of (S, M) in Theorem 5.2.3, that is, Tr = n © r2 © • • • © r„, where 
ri, r 2 , . . . , Tn are the internal arcs in T. 
Curves in (5, M) which are non-contractible and not homotopic to a boundary arc give a 
parametrization of the isoclasses of string objects in C, we refer to them as non-boundary 
curves. We identify contractible curves and boundary arcs with the zero object in C. 
From the discussion in the previous subsection, we know that the string module M{^) is 
the image of 7 G C (viewed as an object) under the projection functor 
Ext£(7r, ?) : C{SM) —> modJ(Q, W). 
We further say that a curve 7 is not in F and write 7 ^ T if it is non-contractible and 
not homotopic to an arc in the triangulation T. Since the non-boundary arcs in T yield 
the cluster-tilting object Tp, the string module M(-y) is non-zero if 7 0 F. The following 
lemma from [28, 30] will be used frequently : 
Lemma 5.2.4. Let 7 be a curve in (S, M) such that 7 ^ T. Then 
(1) M(y) is projective in modJ(Q, W) if and only if ~i[l) € T, 
(2) M(y) is infective in modJ(<3, W) if and onfy if l[~ 1] £ T-
From [30], we know that any sink (or source) morphism in C is again a sink (or source) 
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morphism in modJ(Q, W), therefore each AR-triangle in C 
y —-> ®7i —> 7" —»y[ i ] 
with 7' ^ T and 7'[—1] ^ T yields an AR-sequence in modJ(Q, W) : 
0 —» M(7 ' ) —» ©M(7 i) —> M(V') —> 0. 
Moreover, all AR-sequences in mod J(Q, W) are obtained in this way and the AR-
translation in mod J(Q, W) is induced by that in C. Combining this with Corollary 
4.3.5 and Remark 4.3.7, we can easily get 
Proposition 5.2.5. The AR-translation in the cluster category C^SM) ™ given by simulta-
neous counterclockwise rotation of starting and ending point of a curve to the next marked 
points at the boundary. That is 7[—1] =
 s7e if 7 is a string object and (A, bn)[— 1] = (A, sb™) 
if (A, bn) is a band object in C. 
Proof Assume 7 is a string object. If 7 is a non-boundary curve in (S1, M) such that 
M(7) is not injective, then M(y[-1]) = M ( T _ 1 ( 7 ) ) = T~1(M(^)) = M(s-ye) which 
implies 7[—1] =
 sle- If ^ ( 7 ) is injective, then Remark 4.3.7 shows that s7 e € F is an 
internal arc, and by Lemma 5.2.4 and Theorem 5.2.3 we obtain 7[—1] =
 sfe- Similarly, if 
7 € T is an internal arc, then 7[—1] =
 s7e-
Assume (A, bn) is a band object where A e k*, bn e Fl\(S, M) with n > 1 and b a closed 
curve, then M((A,6")[-1]) = M ^ - ^ A , ^ ) ) = T-l(M(w(b),n,(f>x)) = M{w(b),n,<px) = 
M(w(sbe),n,(f>x) = Af((A,,!£)), where (px € Aut(A;n) is induced by A. Hence (X,bn)[-1] = 
(A,
 s6") as a band object in C. • 
We need the following lemma related to projective-injective modules in modJ(Q, W) : 
Lemma 5.2.6. Let 7 $ F be a curve in (S, M) such that M{^e) is a non-zero projective-
injective module in modJ(Q,W). Then there is a source morphism in modJ(Q, W) : 
M( s 7 e) —> M(527e). 
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Proof. Assume M{^e) is a projective-injective module, then w(%) must be an inverse (or 
a direct) string which both starts and ends on a peak and also both starts and ends in a 
deep. Without loss of generality, assume w(7e) = fi^1 • • • [5~ll3~lx where r > 0. 
Figure 5 
Let a = s(-y) — s(7e),& = e(7),c = e(%) and d,e,f be marked points as in Figure 5. 
Since w{^e) both starts and ends in a deep, be and da are boundary arcs. Similarly, ae 
and dc are boundary arcs since 7e both starts and ends on a peak, therefore 6, c, d, a, e 
lie consecutively on the same boundary. 
(1) If M(s7e) is an injective module, that is w(s%) = /Jfa • • -/5"1 both starts and ends 
on a peak, then ef is a boundary arc. Then the definition of pivot elementary move 
implies that 
M( s 2 7 e) = M ^ f 1 • "Ar i i ) = M(sle)/Soc(M(sle)) 
and
 s7e2 = de 6 T is an internal arc. Hence by Remark 2.2.2(2) there is a source 
morphism : M(s7e) —• M{s2-ye). 
(2) If M(s7e) is not an injective module, that is w(s7e) = P^1 • • • /3r_1 does not start on a 
peak, then there exists a G Qi such that tu(s7e)a is a string. By Theorem 4.3.4, there 
is an AR-sequence : 
0 —» M( s 7 e) —> M( s 2 7 e) © M(s7e0 —* M(s27e2) —» 0, 
where w{s-ye) = ^f1 • • • /5rT1 = Ua, w(s2^e) = w(s-ye)h = Na by Lemma 4.3.2, and s7e2 = 
de G T is an internal arc in T. Thus there is a source morphism : M(srye) —> M(s27e) 
in modJ(Q, W). 
• 
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Proposition 5.2.7. Let 7 fee a non-boundary curve and 
0 —> M(7) —• M( s 7 ) © M(7e) —> M( s 7 e) —* 0 (5.1) 
6e an AR-sequence in modJ(Q, W) with M{si) ^ 0 / M(7e), £/ien i/iere is an J4#-
triangle with two middle terms in C as follows : 
7 > si © 7e • *7e • 7[1]-
Proof. Since AR-sequences in mod J(Q, W) are induced by AR-triangles in C, we assume 
that 
7 —•>
 s7 © 7e © o- —• s7e —» 7[1] (5.2) 
is an AR-triangle in C with M(a) = 0. It suffices to prove that a = 0. 
Otherwise, cr contains a direct summand p which is an internal arc in I\ Then
 sy[l] G T 
or 7e[l] G T since M(p[l]) 7^  0 in modJ(Q, W) by Lemma 5.2.4 and since the number of 
summands in the middle term of an AR-sequence in J(Q, W) is at most two. Similarly, 
we conclude
 s7[—1] G T or 7e[—1] G T. Hence there are 4 cases, we consider only two of 
them, the others are similar. 
(1) Assume
 s7[l] G T and 7 e[- l] G T, then Lemma 5.2.4 implies that M{s^) is projective 
and M(7e) is injective. Hence M(-y) must be a direct summand of radM(s7) and 
M(s7e) must be a direct summand of M(7e)/SocM(7e). This yields a contradiction by 
comparing the dimensions in (5.1). 
(2) Assume 7e[l] G T and 7 e[-l] G F, then Lemma 5.2.4 implies that M(ye) is a 
projective-injective module, and so by Lemma 5.2.6 there is a source morphism 
M( s 7 e) —> M(s2le) (5.3) 
in mod J(Q, W). But after shifting (5.2) by [-1], there is an AR-sequence in mod J(Q, W) : 
0 —-» M(s7e) —> M( s27e) 0 M(spe) —> M(,27e2) —> 0. 
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with M(spe) = M(p[—l]) 7^  0 a projective module. This contradicts the fact that the 
source morphism (5.3) ends with just one indecomposable module. 
• 
Since neither injective modules nor projective modules occur in homogeneous tubes, the 
following corollary related to band objects can be obtained similarly. 
Corollary 5.2.8. Let (A,fen) be a band object in C where A e k*, bn € Iil(S,M) with 
n > 1 and b itself is not a proper power of an element in IIJ(5, M), then there is an 
AR-triangle in C : 
(A, bn) —» (A, bn+1) © (A, bn~l) —• (A, bn) —> (A, 6")[1], 
where (A, b°) is the zero object in C. 
Therefore, the band objects are closed under irreducible morphisms and the corresponding 
AR-components in C are homogeneous tubes. It remains to consider the string objects in 
C. 
Lemma 5.2.9. Let 7 be an internal arc in T, then the AR-triangle in C starting in 7 is 
of the form 
7 > si © 7e • sle > 7[1]-
Proof. Suppose 7 is an internal arc in T, then M(s7e) is projective in modJ(Q, W) by 
Lemma 5.2.4. We consider 7[—1] = <,7e-
(1) If M(s7e) is not injective, then Theorem 4.3.4 induces an AR-sequence in mod J(Q, W): 
0 —• M(s7e) —» M(s27e) © M( s 7 e 2) —> M( s 2 7 e 0 —> 0 (5.4) 
The definition of a cluster-tilting object guarantees that
 s2^e and s7e2 cannot be internal 
arcs in V. If neither
 s27e nor s7e2 is boundary arc (thus M(s27e) ^ 0 / M(s7e2)), then 
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Proposition 5.2.7 induces an AR-triangle 
sle > s*le © s7e2 > s27e2 > sle[l] 
which yields the AR-triangle 
7 — • s7 © 7e — •
 S7e —> 7[1]-
Assume now that one of
 s27e and s7e2 is a boundary arc. Without loss of generality, let 
s2% be a boundary arc, then by definition of a cluster-tilting object, Homc(s7e, a) = 0 
for any a £ T, hence (5.4) induces an AR-triangle of the form 
sle > s*le © tie* > s27e2 > S7e[l] 
with
 s2% = 0. The definition of a pivot elementary move implies that 7e is also a 
boundary arc, hence there is an AR-triangle of the form 
7 > si © 7e > sle > 7[1] 
where 7e = 0 is a boundary arc in C. 
(2) If M(s7e) = M(7[—1]) is injective, then M(s7e) is a projective-injective module by 
Lemma 5.2.4. By definition of a cluster-tilting object and Remark 2.2.2(3) we can 
assume that the AR-triangle starting in 7 is of the form 
7 • Si © 62 > sle > 7[1] 
where neither 8X nor <52 are internal arcs in F. Since M(s7e) is a projective-injective 
module in mod J(Q, W), one of 5j and S2 must be a boundary arc. Without loss of gen-
erality, assume S2 is a boundary arc, then Lemma 5.2.6 implies M{5\) = rad M(s7e) = 
M(s7), that is Si = sj and 82 = 7e is a boundary arc. Therefore the AR-triangle is of 
the form 
7 > si © 7e > sle > 7[1] 
where 7e = 0 is a boundary arc. 
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• 
As shown in Remark 2.2.2(3), the middle terms of AR-sequences in modJ(<2, W) contain 
at most two indecomposable summands. The following proposition establishes the same 
result for AR-triangles in C. 
Proposition 5.2.10. The number of indecomposable summands in the middle term of 
an AR-triangle in C(S,M) ? S a^ mos^ tw0-
Proof. We only need to consider string objects in C. Let therefore 7 be a non-boundary 
curve, and 
r s 
7 —> 0 * 8 0 Tj —>
 7 [ - l ] - * 7[1] (5-5) 
i = i j = i 
be an AR-triangle in C starting in 7 with Si ^ F and where r, are internal arcs in I\ 
Remark 2.2.2(3) implies r < 2 and s < 2. If 7 G T or 7 [ - l ] G I\ then by Lemma 5.2.9, 
there is nothing to prove. We suppose now 7 0 F and 7[—1] ^ T. If r = 2, Proposition 
5.2.7 implies s = 0. If r = 1 and s = 2, then (5.5) induces an AR-sequence with one 
middle term in mod J(Q, W) : 
0 —• M(7) —> M(6x) —• M(7[-l]) —4 0, 
hence there exists a E Qi such that w(8i) = A^ Q by Remark 2.2.2(1). On the other hand, 
if we shift (5.5) by [1] and [-1], then Remark 2.2.2(3) implies that <5i[l] and <5j [—1] must be 
the internal arcs in F since the M(TJ[1] ) ^ 0 ^ M(r2[l]) and M(ri[-1]) ^ 0 ^ M(r2[-1]) 
in modJ(Q, W) by Lemma 5.2.4. Thus M(8]) = M(Na) is a projective-injective module 
in modJ(<3, W). The definition of A^ implies that the quiver Q is of type A2. But 
it is impossible since the cluster category of type A2 is well-known, and there are no 
AR-triangles with more than two summands in the middle term. • 
Now we consider the AR-sequences with just one middle term in modJ(Q, W). 
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Lemma 5.2.11. Let 7 be a non-boundary curve in (S,M) such that 1 (^7) = Ua, for 
some a G Q. Then w(s~/) = Na and w{^e) = 0 is a zero string, and the AR-triangle in C 
starting in 7 is of the form : 
7 > si © 7e > sle > 7[1]-
Proof. Since w(-y) = Ua does not start but ends on a peak, we know by Lemma 4.3.2 
that w(s'j) = w{~i)h = Na and by Lemma 4.3.3 that wH.e) = cw{i) = cUa = 0 is a zero 
string. Hence 7e might be an internal arc in T or a boundary arc in (S, M), see Figure 6. 
Figure 6 
Let b = 5(7), a = e(j) be the endpoints of 7 and let d be the marked point lying clockwise 
next to b on the same boundary. Since Ua ends on a peak, ac is a boundary arc. The 
definition of pivot elementary move implies c = e(7e), hence there is an AR-sequence 
with one middle term in modJ((J, W) (see Remark 2.2.2(1)) : 
0 _ 4 M( 7 ) —> M( s 7 ) —> M( s 7 e) —> 0. (5.6) 
(1) If 7e 6 T, then Lemma 5.2.4 implies that M(7e[l]) is an injective module. By Remark 
2.2.2(2), we have an irreducible morphism M(7e[l]) —> M(*y) in modJ(Q, W), hence 
there are two irreducible morphisms in C : 7e[l] —> 7 and 7 —> 7e[l][—1] = 7e. 
Combining this with (5.6) and Proposition 5.2.10, we get the AR-triangle in C : 
7 > si © 7e > sle > 7[1]-
(2) If 7e is a boundary arc, then 10(7) starts in a deep and ends on a peak which implies 
M(7) = M(Ua) is projective in modJ(Q, W), thus 7(1] 6 T by Lemma 5.2.4. By (5.6) 
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and the definition of a cluster-tilting object, the AR-triangle starting in 7 is of the 
form 
7 • ,7 © 7e > sle > 7[1] 
where 7e = 0 in C. 
a 
By the following theorem we finally obtain the results formulated in Theorem 3 in the 
introduction : 
Theorem 5.2.12. Let (S,M) be a marked surface without punctures, and let 7 be a 
non-boundary curve in (S, M). Then each irreducible morphism in C(S,M) s^artinQ z n 7 *s 
obtained by pivot elementary moves on endpoints 0 /7 . The AR-triangle starting in 7 is 
of the form : 
7 > si © 7e > sle > 7[1]-
Proof. Lemma 5.2.9 implies the case when 7 or 7[—1] =
 sle is an internal arc in T. 
Proposition 5.2.7 and Lemma 5.2.11 yield the remaining case. • 
5.2.3 AR components of C(S,M) 
The aim of this subsection is to describe the AR-components in C(S,M) • From Corollary 
5.2.8 we know that all band objects of C(S,M) n e m homogeneous tubes, so we focus on 
string objects from now on. It follows from Theorem 5.2.12 that each string object 7 in 
C(S,M) xs t n e starting point of a mesh with two middle terms in the AR-quiver of C(S,M) 
except when one of
 s 7 or -ye is a boundary arc. The situation where one of s7 or 7e is a 
boundary arc is explicitly described in the following corollary. 
Corollary 5.2.13. Let C be a boundary component of S with t marked points. If we 
choose a numeration and an orientation of the boundary arcs 51,..., 8* such that all 8l 
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are clockwise oriented and e(5l) = s(5t+1) for all i, then the objects SleJ with i = 1 , . . . , t 
and j'< > 1 form a tube of rank t in C(s,M) • Moreover, there is a bisection between the 
boundary components of S and the tubes in C(s,M) which are not formed by band objects. 
Proof. The proof follows easily from the description of the AR-triangles in Theorem 
5.2.12 once the orientation of the boundary arcs is chosen, we illustrate the situation 
where t = 3 in following figure. Note that ^ t_x is a non-contractible closed curve for 
all surfaces except a disc, where all closed curves are contractible. Thus, for a disc the 
objects 5%et-x are zero, and the remaining objects 5leJ with j > t — 1 have to be identified 
accordingly, see the description in [13]. • 
^ 2 
The preceding corollary yields a description of all AR-components (formed by string 
objects) which contain some meshes with only one middle term. The remaining AR-
components in C(S,M) a r e formed by meshes with exactly two middle terms. If A is one 
such component, one can choose one object 7 in A and then the component is formed by 
all
 sz7eJ with z, j > 1. In case there are no identifications of the objects, one obtains thus 
components of the form ZA^. If S is neither a disc nor an annulus, then the Jacobian 
algebra associated to a triangulation will in general be of non-polynomial growth (see 
[3]), and there are plenty of components of the form ZA~ in the AR-quiver of C(S,M)- ^ 
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s\ 
S is an annulus, the cluster category C(s,M) IS °f tyPe ^ an(^ there is no component of 
the form ZA^. 
5.2.4 Mutations and flips 
In the previous sections we fixed one triangulation T of (S1, M) and studied the irreducible 
morphisms and AR-components of the cluster category Cr defined by the quiver with 
potential (Qr, Wr). The aim of this section is to study the effect of a change in the 
triangulation on the cluster category Cp. 
As shown in Theorem 5.2.3, we can view the non-boundary curves in (5, M) as objects 
in Cp. If we denote all internal arcs of T by r i , . . . , r n , then their direct sum Tp = 
T\ @ r2 • • • © r„ is a cluster-tilting object in Cp. The following theorem is adapted from 
[24] to our setup. 
Theorem 5.2.14 ([24]). Let rx G T be an internal arc, then there is a curve r* in (S, M) 
(unique up to homotopy) which is not homotopic to TX such that the object /zTi(Tp) obtained 
from Tp by replacing Tt with T* is also a cluster-tilting object in Cp. 
The object /iTt(7r) is called the mutation of Tp in r,, and (TZ,T*) is called an ex-
change pair in Cp. Let T be a full subcategory of an additive category C, by a left 
T—approximation we mean a morphism h : X —> Y with Y € T such that any mor-
phism starting from X in T factors through h. Dually, one can define a right minimal 
T—approximation. 
As shown in [24], any exchange pair (T^T*) induces the following non-split triangles 
(unique up to isomorphism) which are referred to as exchange triangles : 
r f - ^ T — » < — • r . I l ] and < —> r - ^ rt —> <[1] 
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Here / is a minimal left add(Tp \ r, ^ approximation and g is a minimal right add(Tp \ T%)-
approximation. 
Since 
End°f(Tr,r r) ^ End0P(Tr[l],Tr[l]) S J(Qr,Wr), 
we know that the quiver of the endomorphism algebra of Tp in Cp does not contain loops 
at any vertex. Hence we obtain the following lemma which is a special case of Lemma 
7.5 in [25]. 
Lemma 5.2.15. Let r, be an internal arc ofT, then the exchange triangles are given by 
r , - A 0 T , — > r ; — • r . t l ] and r? —> 0 rk -U rt —> rf"[l] 
where f is a minimal left add (Tr\r,)-approximation and g ts a minimal right add (Tr\r,)-
approximation. 
For an internal arc rt G I\ we discussed the definition of the flip fr(rt) in section 4.1. On 
the other hand, if we view r, as an indecomposable rigid object in Cr, also the mutation 
Air(rJ) := T* of Tj is defined. The following theorem shows that flip and mutation of an 
internal arc are compatible (viewed as objects in the cluster category Cr) : 
Theorem 5.2.16. Let T be a triangulation of (S,M) and let r, G T be an internal arc. 
Then 
MTt) = fr(rt). 
Proof. The internal arc TX is a diagonal of a quadrilateral formed by the internal arcs 
rji»T»'rfci'r*2 as follows : 
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The triangles of F containing r, induce arrows a,/3,8,e in Qr as indicated above. By 
Lemma 5.2.15 there is a non-split triangle in Cp 
r% -U TH © rn — • T* —> r t[i] 
where / is a minimal left add(Tr\rj)-approximation. We obtain the following right exact 
sequence in modJ(Qr , Wr) by applying M(—) = Extlr(Tr, —) to this triangle : 
M(r,[-1]) —• M ^ J - l ] ) ©M(r,2[-1]) —• M(Tt*[-l]) —> 0 
This sequence is in fact a minimal projective resolution in modJ(Qr- Wr) whose projec-
tive modules can be described by strings as follows : 
M(r,[-1]) = M{Va-lVe), 
M(rn[-l}) = M(Va-lpVp) and M(r J 2[- l]) = M ^ " 1 ^ ) . 
Hence M(r;[-1]) £ M ^ ^ W / ? ) . which implies u;(a(rt*)e) = V^M" 1 /?^ and thus 
M r , ) = r ; = / r ( r t ) . • 
For any curve 7 in (5, M), the definition of the string 10(7) depends on the Jacobian 
algebra J(Qr, Wr). As for string modules over two Jacobian algebras arising from different 
triangulations of (5, M), it is shown in Theorem 4.2.6 that the flips of triangulations are 
compatible with the mutations of decorated representations. 
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On the other hand, let T' = /T ,(r) be the triangulation of (S,M) obtained by a flip 
along r,, then Proposition 5.2.2 establishes an equivalence /2, : Cr —> Cr> for e a c n 1 < 
i < n. Viewing the indecomposable objects in Cp as curves and closed curves in (S, M), 
or as indecomposable decorated representations of (Q r , Wr) (see in section 4.2), then 
[38] shows the compatibility between the equivalence /2, and the mutation of decorated 
representations of (Qr, W?). Therefore, we get the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.2.17. Let T' = / r , ( r ) be the triangulation of (S, M) obtained by a flip along 
Tj and let Tr> be the corresponding cluster-tilting object in Cr- If fit • Cr —> Cr denotes 
the equivalence from [29], then 
M{T\Ul)) = M(T\1) 
for any non-boundary curve 7 £ V. 
Proof. Let IndsCp be the set of all indecomposable string objects in Cr which is indexed 
by non-boundary curves in (S, M), and let 
Dr = { M ( r , 7 ) | 7 curve in {S, M)}, 
see the definition in section 4.2. Then by Proposition 4.1 in [38], we have the following 
commutative diagram 
i d s C r -
idsCrv-
<?r 
$r/ 
— L 
— I 
\ 
where /it is the mutation of decorated representations (see section 3.2) and $r(7) 
M(T, 7). By Theorem 4.2.6, for each non-boundary curve 7 in (S, M), 
M(r',pt(l)) = Mft(7)) = *(*r(7)) = /*.(M(r,7)) = X(/Ti(r),7). 
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Hence, if 7 g T', then 
(M(r',
 7), o) = M{V, 7) = M(/T,(r), 7) = M(r\ ft(7)) = (M(r, ^(7)), o) 
which implies 
M(r / , /2 l(7))^M(r' ,7). 
• 
Since p,t : Cp —> Cp' is an equivalence, the objects /2,(7) in Cp/ can also be described by 
curves in (S, M) and we denote £1(7) again by 7 in Cr-
Corollary 5.2.18. Each triangulation of(S,M) yields a cluster-tilting object in C(S,M) 
and Extc(7,7) = 0 i /7 is an internal arc in (5, M). 
Proof. Let T be the triangulation of (S, M) that we studied before, and V be another 
triangulation. By Theorem 4.1.4, there exists a sequence of flips which transform V to V, 
r r-i Jl\ r-1 Jl2 r\ Jl3 Jin T-i T^l 
= J-0 1 1 i 2 i n — A 
where Tj is a triangulation of (S, M) and /, is a flip for 1 < j < n. We know that 
T induces a cluster-tilting object Tp which is the direct sum of all internal arcs in T, 
and Theorem 5.2.16 implies that Tj also induces a cluster-tilting object Tp: given by all 
internal arcs in IV The above lemma allows us to proceed to do this until Fn = T' which 
completes the proof. • 
Let T be a triangulation of (5, M) and let 7 and <5 be two non-boundary curves in 
(S,M). From Theorem 5.1.5 we know that the morphism space Homc(7,<5) in C = Cr 
can be decomposed as fc-vector space as follows : 
Hom J (Qr ,w r)(M(r,7),M(r,(5)) © {/ e Home(7,*)l/ factors through Tr}. 
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Moreover, by Lemma 3.3 in [36], the morphisms factoring through Tp can be substituted 
by the morphisms of two other related objects in modJ(Qr, Wr)> so Homc(7, 8) iS given 
by 
HomJ{Qr<Wr)(M(F, 7 ) , M(I\ 6)) 0 JDHom J ( Q r ,W r )(r-1M(r, 5), r M ( I \ 7)) 
In [14] a basis of the Horn-space between string modules is explicitly described using 
quotient strings and substrings. Using Theorem 4.2.2, one can translate this into a de-
scription using curves and the triangulation T of (5, M), thus one could give a basis of 
Homc(7, 8) combinatorially in terms of I\ 
Another possibility is to choose a triangulation F' such that a given morphism in C fac-
toring through Tp can be described by a morphism in Homj(Qr^wr,)(M(F' ,j), M(F', 8)). 
This is illustrated in the following example. 
Example 5.2.19. We consider the following two curves 7, 5 from Example 4.2.1, 
where 8 is given by a full line and 7 is given by a dotted line. It is easy to see that 
1 5 1 
M(r,<s)= 3 2 , M(r,7)= 3 2 . 
4 4 
5 
Hence Komj(Qr^wr){M(F, 7), M(I\ 5)) is one-dimensional with a basis element f mapping 
the quotient string 5 ofw(F,~/) to the substring 5 ofw(F, S). From Corollary 5.2.13 one 
obtains that 7 and S lie in a tube of rank 3 in C as follows : 
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Thus there is, besides the morphism f induced from modJ(Qr, Wp), another non-zero 
morphism g 6 Homc(7,8) factoring through r5. Obviously, g cannot be described by mor-
phisms in mod J(Qr, Wr) since M(I\ r5) = 0, but we can realize g in another module 
category : Applying a flip along T5 we obtain a new triangulation V whose associated 
quiver Qr> is as follows 
2 4 
3 5 
with the associated potential Wr> = 0. Denote by 5* = M(T',r5) the simple kQr>—module 
concentrated in 5, then 
1 1 
A/(r',<$)= 3 2 , M(r' ,7)=3 2 5*, M(r',T5)=5* 
5* 4 4 
Hence HomfcQr,(M(r', 7), M(r ' , <5)) is a/so one dimensional given by a basis element g' 
mapping the quotient string 5* of w(T', 7) to the substring 5* 0/ w(T', 5), which factors 
through M ( P , r5). Therefore g € Homc(7, 5) can 6e described byg' € HomfcQr,(M(r', 7), M(r", 5)). 
Moreover, since kQr> is a hereditary algebra, we can conclude that 
Homc (7,6) = HomCQOp (7,5) 
= UomkQl(M(Fn),M(r,5)) ©Ext^r,(M(r',7),M(r',7)) 
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is two-dimensional. Hence 
Homc(7 , S) =* HomJ(Qr iVVr)(M(r, 7), M(I \ 5)) 0 HomfcQr,(M(r', 7), M(Y\ 5)) 
as k-vector space. 
Using Lemma 3.3 in [36], we have 
1 5 1 
TM(r,7)=M(r,<5)= 3 2 , T-1M(r,<5)=M(r,7)=3 2 . 
4 4 5 
Hence, Homc(7,5) is given by 
Hom.,(QriWr)(M(r, 7), M(r, <5)) © £>HomJ(Qr,Wr)(M(r, 7), M(r, 6)) 
as /c-vector space. 
5.2.5 Extensions and intersections 
We study in this section the relation between extensions in the category C = C(S,M) and 
intersections of curves in (S,M). Given any curve in (S,M) with self-intersections, we 
explicitly construct one or two new curves, sometimes resolving the self-intersection, and 
sometimes increasing the winding number. These curves serve as middle terms of certain 
non-split short exact sequences which allow to prove the following theorem : 
Theorem 5.2.20. Ext£(7,7) = 0 if and only if 7 is an internal arc in (S, M). 
Proof. Let 7 be a curve in (S,M) and fix a triangulation T of (S,M). We denote by 
Tu, r ,2 , . . . , rld the internal arcs of T that intersect 7 as indicated in Figure 7 : 
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Figure 7 
Along its way, the curve 7 is passing through (not necessarily distinct) triangles Ao, Ai 
, . . . , Ad. For 1 < / < d — 1, the triangle A; is formed by the internal arcs rH and TH+1 and 
a third arc which is denoted by rfc(. In the first triangle Ao, we denote the arcs clockwise 
by Tn, rko and Tic_1. Similarly, Ad is formed by r,d, Tkd and Tfcd+1, as shown in Figure 7. 
By Corollary 5.2.18 we only need to prove one direction of the theorem, namely that 
Ext^(7,7) ^ 0 in case the curve 7 has self-intersections. To do so, it is enough to prove 
ExtjjQ
 /W / ) (M(r ' ,7) , M(r ' ,7)) ^ 0 for some triangulation P . In some cases one can 
choose T' = T, but sometimes it will be necessary to change T to V by a sequence of flips 
in order to realize the extension over some algebra J(Qr>, Wr>). 
We therefore assume that the curve 7 has self-intersections, thus there are 0 < r < r' < 1 
such that 7(r) = 7(7"'). We choose r and r' in such a way that the restriction b = 7|[r,r'j is 
a simple closed curve. Hence the subword io(r,7|[r]r']) of w(r, 7) defines a band w(T,b) 
in modJ(Qr , WrO a s f°U°ws : 
w(r,b) Tu+i 
lH+2 r ,s+3 
T 
T
'3 + 5 
The difference between the string w(T, 7|[r,r']) and the band w(T, b) is the arrow between 
the endpoints. Up to duality, we may assume that this arrow 9 (which is induced by the 
triangle A,J, is oriented from r,s+1 towards rls+n. We distinguish in the following several 
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cases how the band w(F,b) is embedded in the string iw(r, 7) : 
Case I : w(T,y) contains the band w(T, b). 
In this case, w(T,7) contains the string w(r,~f\[r<ri]) and the arrow 0 and thus m > 1 
consecutive copies of w(T, b). We extend the subword of io(I\ 7) which is induced by b 
to maximal length, that is, we choose j < s and I > s + n such that all arrows between 
T1J+1 and TH belong to w(T,b), but the arrows rt -^-r,+1 induced by A, and r,(— r,j+1 
induced by A,, are not induced by fe. 
Without loss of generality, assume a is oriented as r, A rt +1. Then /3 has orientation 
Tii ~~*" T*/+i s m c e 7 intersects itself. Therefore the arrows a' : T1J+1 —>• rfej induced by 
A8j and the arrow /?' : r ,^ —• r,, induced by A,( belong to w(T,b). We assume rl]+t — 
Ttt,Tt +t+1 = rfc( with 1 < t < n. If m = 1, then the situation is depicted as follows : 
Here, the boundaries are indicated by the circles, and rl} = rfco when j = 0 (also note 
that T1} might be a boundary arc). We rewrite Figure 7 accordingly : 
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KJ+t 
Thus u>(r, 7) is given by 
§' W{T, 7) = A - Ti} -> Ttj + 1 - B-Ti, <- Tfc, - C - Tij+n <- Tij + 1 -B-Tit -> Tj /+1 - £>. 
Consider the following two strings in mod J(Qr, Qr) 
P W(T, -y') = A- Ti3 4 Tij + 1 -B-Tk<r-Tkl-C- Tt]+n £- T l ;+1 - B - Ti{ <- Tk 
~C — Ti . <— Tj , . — i ? • t; ^ ' l f + l £>. 
u;(r,7") = 4 - ri} A rij+1 - B - rH A r<1+1 - D. 
where 7' and 7" are the corresponding curves in (S,M). If m = 1, then 7', 7" can be 
visualized as follows where 7' is given by the full curve and 7" is described by the dotted 
curve. 
We easily construct a non-split exact sequence in modJ(Qr, Wr) 
0 —-> M(r, 7) w M(r, 7') e M(r,
 7") —» Af (r, 7) —> o 
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where / identifies the quotient string 
A - Th A Tlj+1 -B-TXl$-Tkl-C- Th+n £- Tlj+1 -B~TH 
of w(T, 7) with a substring of w(F, 7') and g sends the quotient string rtj+1 — B — TM —> 
TH+X — D of w(T, 7) to the same substring of w(T, 7"). 
Case II : iu(r, 7) does not contain the band w(T, b). 
In this case, w(T, 7) does not contain 0 but it contains iy(r,7|[ri7./]) as a subword. We 
distinguish a number of subcases : 
(II.l) 0 = s<s + n = d. 
In this subcase, rl3 = Tfc0 and the subword w(Y, i\[ry}) equals w{T, 7), see the following 
picture 
Since w(F, b) is a band we know that there exists a string of the following form in 
modJ(Qr , Wr) 
w(T, 7') = rTl *~* rln A rn <~> rln 
where 7' can be visualized as follows 
It is easy to see that there is a non-split exact sequence in modJ(<3r, Wr) : 
0 —> M(r , 7) - A M(r ,
 7 ' ) —> M(r , 7) —> 0 
where / is induced by the embedding of the string w(T, 7) as a substring of w(T, 7'). 
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(II.2) Q = s<s + n<d. 
In this subcase, T1S = T10 = rko and the subword w(r,i\[ry]) is a proper subword of 
w(T, 7) which ends before reaching the endpoint e(-y) of 7, see the following figure 
Since 7 intersects itself, rk_x = r,n and T,n+1 = rfco. We rewrite Figure 7 accordingly 
Tkn 
e(~f) 
where r4n+2, r t n + 3 , . . . , rln+m with m > 1 are all internal arcs lying clockwise before Ttn+1. 
After applying flips along r,n + 1 , r t n + 2 , . . . ,rln+m, we get a new triangulation T' and a 
new band w(V, b) in modJ(Qr ' , Wr) related to the same closed curve 6 : 
w(V',b)- T , n ' + . / -
n+m—1 l n~tJ 
\ 
If d = n + m, then the subword w(T', b) is equal to w(T', 7) = r* — r* , <—> r, in 
modJ((5r'1 Wr')> an<^ this is the same case as in (II. 1) when we consider mod J(Qr>, Wr>). 
If d > n + m, then 
™(r', 7) = < + m - r , ^ *~* rln - r;n+m 
hence to(r', 7) contains the band w(T', b) as subword, this is the same situation as in 
case I. 
(II.3) 0<s<s + n<d. 
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In this subcase, the subword w(T, 7|[r,r']) is a proper subword of w(T, 7) which starts 
after r n and ends before reaching the endpoint e(7) of 7. Since 7 intersects itself, there 
must exist 1 < t < s such that r, _,__,_= r, _,, , for 1 < / < s — t + 1 and rt..„,,,, = rfc, ., 
see the following figure 
where a and /3 are arrows induced by the triangle A,,, and a' and /?' are induced by 
the triangle AH_l. We rewrite Figure 7 accordingly : 
Hence w(T, 7) can be given as follows : 
w(T, 7) = £ - T„_J «- TU - F - Tl3 4 r,s+1 - G - rSs+„ -> r t s - F l - rlt £- rkt_1 - H. 
We consider following two curves 7' and 7" in (S, M) : 
where 7' is given by the full curve and 7" is described by the dotted curve. Then 
tu(r, 7') and w(T, 7") are given as follows 
w(T, i) = E- rlt_x trlt-F- T1S 4 rla+l -G- rla+n A rla - F'1 - TH % rH_x - E~l 
w(T,Y) = H~l-Tkt_x % Tti-F-rt, 4 rt,+1 -G-1 -rls+n A Tt. - F - 1 -r t t £ rkl_x-E. 
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Hence there is a non-split exact sequence in modJ(Qr, W?) : 
o —> M(r,
 7)L—^ M(r, i) e M(T, 7") —•» M(r, 7) —> 0, 
where / sends the quotient string w0 = E — rlt_x 4- TU — F — rla of tx;(r, 7) to WQ1 
as substring of w(T, 7') and 5 identifies the quotient string u>x = TH — F — T1S A 
Tis+i ~G - rla+n -» r,, - F _ 1 - rtt £- rkt_x - H with wj"1 as substring of w(r, 7"). 
(II.4) 0 < s < s + n = rf. 
In this subcase, the subword w(T, 7|[r,r']) is a proper subword of w(T, 7) which ends at 
the endpoint e(7) of 7. This subcase is dual to subcase (II.2). 
• 
Remark 5.2.21. Ext£(7,7) = 0 implies Ext^ ( Q r V y r )(M(r,7) , M(T^)) = 0 for any 
triangulation T of (S,M). But Exty(Qr W,(M(T, 7), M(T, 7)) = 0 for one triangulation 
T of (5, M) does no£ zmp/y Ext^(7,7) = 0 in general. We reconsider 8 in Example 5.2.19. 
It is easy to see that 
1 1 
A/(r,<5)= 3 2 , M(r,<5[i])= 2 3 
4 4 
5 
Hence Ext1J(^QrWr^(M(I\ 5), M(r , £)) = 0 by the Auslander-Reiten formula in modJ(Qr, Wr), 
since the non-zero morphism from M(T, 8) to T(M(T, 8)) = M(T, <5[1]) factors through the 
injective module 1$. But after applying a flip along 5, we get Ext^ (M(T', 8), M(V, 8)) ^ 0 
which implies that Ext£(<5,8) ^ 0. 
As in Theorem 5.2.20, we can study the extensions of two different curves by their 
intersections in (5, M). 
Proposition 5.2.22. Let 7, 8 be two different curves in (5, M), then Ext£(7,8) ^ 0 ^ 
Ext£(<J,7)tf/M)*0. 
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Proof. We only consider one of the intersections of 7 and S. After some flips (if needed), 
there is a triangulation V such that w(T', 7) and w(T', 8) share a common subword 
(associated to the intersection) w = r3l,..., T3S with s > 1, see the following picture 
where either TJO or TJ_1 might be a boundary arc, and one of TJS+1 and rj9+2 can also be 
a boundary arc. Hence w(T', 7) and w(F', 8) are of the form : 
w (I", l) = A- T,_x K- Tn <~» T]a A TJs+1 - B, 
w(T', 8) = C-T30^ Tn <~» r3% £ rJs+2 - D. 
Consider the following two strings : 
w{T\ V) = C - T30 ^ T31 <~» TJS 4- T3S+1 - B, 
w (V,7") = A- r3_x t- r3l <~> r3s £ r„+2 - D, 
where 7' and 7" are given by following picture 
D 
3s+2 
3+1 
B 
then there is a non-split exact sequence in modJ(Qr', Wr>) : 
0 —> M(r, 7) - ^ M(r', V) © M(r', 7") —• M(r , 5) —•> o, 
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where / sends the quotient string WQ = rn <-~> T3S —> r]s+l — B of iu(r', 7) to i«o as 
0' 
substring of tu(r', 7') and 5 identifies the quotient string W\ = A — Tj_t <— r^ <~*> r,, as 
substring of ti/(r', 7"). Therefore 
Ext^(Qr,^r/)(M(r',<5),M(r',7))^o 
which implies that Extl(6,7) 7^  0, and since C is 2-Calabi-Yau, we have Ext^(7,<5) = 
DExt^(<5,7) ^ 0 • 
The above proposition and Corollary 5.2.18 imply : 
Corollary 5.2.23. Let 7, 8 be two different internal arcs in (S, M), then Ext£(7,5) = 0 
if and only if 7(7, 6) = 0. 
Corollary 5.2.24. There is a bijection between triangulations of (S, M) and cluster-
tilting objects of C(s,M)- In particular, each indecomposable object without self-extensions 
is reachable from the cluster-tilting object Tp (the initial cluster-tilting object). 
Proof. Corollary 5.2.18 implies that each triangulation of (S, M) yields a cluster-tilting 
object in C(S,M)- Hence it suffices to prove that each cluster tilting object T = 7\©- • -@Tn 
gives a triangulation of (5, M). By Theorem 5.2.20, we can assume T = ra ©• • -©rn where 
each Tt is an internal arc in (S, M) corresponding to Tt. The definition of a triangulation 
and the above corollary yield a unique triangulation TT = { r j , . . . , rn, r n + 1 , . . . , rn+m} 
where r n + 1 , . . . , rn+m are boundary arcs in (S, M). D 
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CHAPTER 6 
Cluster algebras arising from a marked 
surface 
Cluster algebras were first introduced in [17] by Fomin and Zelevinsky. In [16], Fomin, 
Shapiro and Thurston initiated the study of the cluster algebras associated with compact 
connected oriented Riemman surfaces with marked points. 
In this chapter, we work on compact connected oriented Riemman surfaces without punc-
tures (S, M) (see Definition in section 4.1), and study the associated cluster algebras by 
quiver representations. Note that we identify 7 and -y"1 in this chapter for a curve 7 in 
(S,M). 
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6.1 Cluster algebras 
6.1.1 Definitions 
Let P = (P, ©, •) be a semifield which means that (P, •) is an abelian multiplicative group, 
and © is a binary operation on P which is commutative, associative and distributive 
(with respect to multiplication " • " ). Let ZP be the group ring of the multiplication 
group (P, •), and J" be the ambient field of rational functions in n independent variables 
with coefficients in QP. 
Definition 6.1.1 ([18]). A seed in T is a triple (S, x, y) where 
• the exchange matrix B = (bv) is a skew symmetrizable n x n integer matrix, 
• the cluster x = (x\,..., xn) is a free generating set of'F over QP with n algebraically 
independent elements (called cluster variables), 
• the coefficients y = (yx,..., yn) is an n—tuple of elements in P. 
Denote [a]+ := max(x,0) for each integer a. A new seed can be obtained from a given 
one by mutations : 
Definition 6.1.2 ([18]). The mutation of a given seed (J5,x, y) in direction k (1 < k < 
n), denoted by fik(B,x,y), is a new seed (.£?', x',y') in JF defined as follows 
• the exchange matrix B' = (b' ) is given by the matrix mutation defined as follows : 
h' = i ~b%] if i=k or j=k; 
lJ
 I K + [~bik}+ • h3 + Kk • [bk]}+ otherwise, 
• the cluster x' = ( x \ {xk}) U {x'k} where x'k is determined by the exchange relation : 
x, ykU^k]+ + n*I~M+ 
fc
 (yk © i)zfc 
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• The coefficients tuple y' = (y[,..., y'n) is obtained by mutation of the coefficients 
tuple defined as follows 
,
 = f Vkl *f2 = k; 
Remark 6.1.3. One checks that the mutations are involutions, that is, /Zfc(//fc(J9, x, y)) = 
(B, x, y). The matrix mutation can also be defined for amxn (m > n) matrix. Moreover, 
each cluster variable X can be viewed as a polynomial 
X = X(xi, ...,xn,yi,...,yn)e T. 
The cluster algebra A = A(B,x, y) associated with a given initial seed (5 ,x , y) is 
the ZP—subalgebra of the field T generated by all the cluster variables in the clusters 
obtained by sequences of mutations from the initial seed (B,x,y). 
We usually consider cluster algebras of geometric type which means 
P = Trop(xn + 1 , . . . , xm){n < m) 
is a tropical semifield, that is, (P, •) is a free abelian group generated by x n + 1 , . . . , xm 
with addition © defined as follows 
m m m 
n < © n <i = n <in{aiM 
i=n+\ i=n+\ i=n+l 
By definition of the tropical semifield P, each element in the coefficients tuple can be 
written as 
m 
yk = n x"ik 
1=71+1 
where blk are integers. To deal with the cluster algebras of geometric type, it is convenient 
to replace the exchange matrix B in Definition 6.1.2 by an m x n matrix B = (bi:>) 
(extended exchange matrix) whose upper part is the n x n exchange matrix B and 
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whose lower part is an (m — n) x n matrix induced by the coefficient tuple. Then the 
matrix mutation B' = (b'tJ) = /J.k(B) yields the mutation of coefficient tuple in Definition 
6.1.2 : 
• if j = k, then 
m m m 
n ^ = n <bik=(U ^ T 1 = v ? = v ' r 
x=n-\-\ i=n+l i=n+l 
• if j y£ k, then 
m m 
n *;• = n *• 
i=n+l t=n+l 
m m m 
J>xk [H3]+ T T „[-fctfcl+ bk] n ^ n^fc n *. • 
=n+l i=n+l i=n+\ 
m m 
y3ylk3]+ II CBftfc,0)(~M = iw?* , + (n ^©i)" 6 * 
i=n+ l t=n-fl 
= %y?*,,+(y*ei)-6^=K;. 
Moreover, the exchange relation in Definition 6.1.2 becomes 
m m 
A cluster algebra .4 = A(B, x, y) is said to have principal coefficients if it is of ge-
ometric type with the tropical semifield P =Trop(x n + 1 , . . . , xm) =Trop(y1 , . . . , yn), that 
is, m = 2n and yl = xn+t for each 1 < i < n. In the following, we only consider cluster 
algebras with principal coefficients. 
For each cluster variable X = X(xi,... ,xn,y\,..., yn) in a cluster algebra A{B, x, y) 
with principal coefficients, the F-polynomial Fx = Fx{y\, • • • ,yn) associated to X is 
defined to be the rational function obtained from X by evaluating all xx (1 < % < n) to 
1 : 
Fx{Vi, • • • ,yn) = X(l,...,l,yi,...,yn). 
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Let B = (bl:J) be the 2n x n initial extended exchange matrix of A, then we define y3 for 
each 1 < j < n by 
m 
Proposition 6.1 in [18] implies that each cluster variable X can be written in the form 
n 
X = X(xl,...,xn,y1,...,yn) = R{yu ... ,yn) J J s f , 
where #, are integers and /2(wi,..., un) is a rational function in Q( i t i , . . . , itn). The g-
vector gx associated to the cluster variable X is defined as 
9x = (01, •• •,&»)• 
6.1.2 Cluster algebras arising from (S,M) 
Let (5, M) be a compact connected oriented marked surface without punctures and 
T = { r i , . . . , rn, r n + i , . . . , rm} be a triangulation of (S1, M) with n internal arcs. Recall 
from section 4.2 that the triangulation T induces a quiver (Jr = (Qoi <3i) with vertex set 
Q0 and arrow set Q\. We define a signed adjacency matrix £?r = (bl3)nXn of T by 
setting 
bij = t{oc € Qi | a : J -> z} - j|{/3 € Qx | /3 : z -> j } . 
Remark that £?r is the transpose of the matrix of the quiver Qr and is always skew-
symmetric. 
Example 6.1.4. Reconsider Example 4-2.1, the associated adjacency matrix Br is given 
by 
/ 0 - 1 - 1 0 0 \ 
1 0 0 - 1 0 
1 0 0 - 1 1 
0 1 1 0 - 1 
\ 0 0 - 1 1 0 / 
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Let Ar = A(Br,x.r,yr) be the cluster algebra with principal coefficients associated to 
T, that is Ar is given by the initial seed (Br, x r , yr) where the exchange matrix is given 
by the signed adjacency matrix Br, xp = {xTl, • • •, XT„} is the initial cluster indexed by 
the internal arcs of T, the initial coefficients yr = {yTl, • • •, 2/r„} are given by the vector 
of generators of a tropical field P =Trop(t/Tl,..., yTn). 
Theorem 6.1.5 ([16]). There is a bijection 7 <—> x^ between the internal arcs in (S, M) 
and the cluster variables in Ar- In particular, x^ = Xi for 1 <i <n. 
Fomin-Zelevinsky showed in [17] that each cluster variable x^ is a Laurent polynomial, 
hence can be uniquely written as 
r / V-^li • • • > xn) 
where the right hand side is a reduced fraction with / € ZP[xx,... , xn], dj > 0. Fomin-
Shapiro-Thurston in [16] gave a recipe to find the denominator vector (d i , . . . , dn) of x^. 
in terms of intersection numbers of 7 and the triangulation T. Then Schiffler gave a direct 
expansion formula of x^ in [42] by using so-called complete (T, 7)—paths. This allows us 
to compute x^ combinatorially in terms of 7 and T. 
Remark that Schiffler and Thomas in [43] first gave the expansion formula of x^ for the 
cluster algebra A? := ^4r(-^rIxr) without coefficients. 
6.2 Schiffler's expansion formula 
We introduce in this section Schiffler's expansion formula for the curves in (S, M). Note 
that the expansion formula was first defined for internal arcs in (5, M) in order to get 
the expression of the corresponding cluster variable (see Theorem 6.1.5). In fact, the 
definition of Schiffler's expansion formula works for all curves in (S, M). Assume 7 is a 
curve with d = Ylrer A r ' ^)-
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6.2.1 Complete (r ,7)-path 
Similarly as in section 5.2.5, we fix an orientation for the curve 7 and denote po = 5(7) 
and pa+i = e{l)- Let r n , r l 2 , . . . , rld be the internal arcs of T that intersect 7 at pi,... ,pd 
in the fixed orientation of 7, see the following figure. 
Along its way, the curve 7 is passing through (not necessarily distinct) triangles Ao, Ai 
, . . . , Ad- For 0 < k < d, let [pkPk+i] denote the segment of 7 in Afc from Pk to Pk+i- If 
1 < I < d— 1, then A* is formed by the internal arcs TH and r,(+1, the third arc is denoted 
by rn. In Ao, we denote the side that lies clockwise of rtl by r,0, the third arc by rt_x. 
Similarly, in A ,^ denote the side that lies clockwise of rld by r,d+1, the third arc by rld+2. 
Definition 6.2.1 ([43, 42]). A complete (r, 7)—path a — a1a2 • • -oi2d+\ is a concate-
nation of arcs in T such that 
(Cl) c*2k = Tlk for each 1 < k < d, 
(C2) for each 0 < k < d, [pkPk+i] is homotopic to the segment of ot2k°l2k+\a-2k+2 i>n a 
starting from pk to Pk+i-
Note that a complete (r, 7)—path induces an orientation on each of its arcs at. We denote 
by CT(T) the set of all complete (r, 7)— paths. 
Example 6.2.2. Reconsider Example 4-1-2, and let 7 be an internal arc in the disc as 
follows. 
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By definition, Cp(7) consists of the following 5 elements : 
TlT2T2T3T5T5T7, T1T2T8T3TiT5T7, 
TIT2T8T3T3T5T6, TQT2T3T3T3T5T6 , T9r2r3r3r4r5r7. 
6.2.2 Schiffler's expansion formula 
Note that the surface S is oriented and the orientation of S induces an orientation on 
each triangle A in (S,M). In order to be consistent with pivot elementary moves (see 
section 4.3), we assume each triangle A has the anticlockwise orientation. Therefore one 
internal arc rx has different orientations in different triangles, see the following picture 
which is a triangulation of the disk with 8 marked points. 
On the other hand, a complete (r, 7)—path a = OL\OL2 • • • C*2<M-I also induces an orientation 
on each arc at in a. Assume a2k = rH is a common edge of the two triangles Afe_i, A*, 
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then we say a2k = T%IC is 7—oriented in a if the orientation of rlk induced by a is the 
same as its orientation in A*. 
Consider the following segment ot2ka2k+iOt2k+2 = TikTjkTik+i °^ a complete (I\ 7)—path 
a = axot2 • • • a2d+i : 
Then a2k is 7—oriented, and a2k+2 is not 7—oriented since the orientation of a2k+2 in & 
is from d to b but r,fc+1 = a2k+2 is oriented in Ak+i from b towards d. 
The following proposition given in [42] for internal arcs can also be generalized for curves 
in {S,M). 
Proposition 6.2.3 ([42]). Let 7 be a curve in (S, M), then there is precisely one complete 
(T, ~i)—path c*° = a\a2 • • • o^d+i such that none of its even arcs a\k is 7— oriented. Dually, 
there is precisely one complete (T, 7)— path a ' = ot\a\ • • -oi\d+l such that all of its even 
arcs a\k are 7—oriented. 
For each complete (r, 7)—path a = axa2 • • • «2d+i, let 
x{a) = Tlkodd*** a n d ( a ) = JT 
' '
 a
 a2k l s 1-OTiented 
where xQk = 1 if a-^  is a boundary arc. Schiffler's expansion formula E^ with respect 
to T is defined as follows : 
aeCrh) 
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Theorem 6.2.4 ([42]). Let T be a triangulation of (S,M), and Ar be the associated 
cluster algebra with initial seed ( i?r ,xr ,yr) . Assume 7 is an internal arc in (S, M), then 
< = £7r. 
Remark 6.2.5. If we consider the cluster algebra A% = A(Br,x.r), then we get Schiffler-
Thomas' expansion formula in [43} : 
x* = E*{xi,...,xn,l,...,l)= ^2 x(a) 
aeCrh) 
for each internal arc 7. 
6.3 A module-theoretic interpretation of Schiffler's ex-
pansion formula 
Let T be a triangulation of (S, M) with n internal arcs, recall from section 4.2 that each 
curve 7 in (S, M) yields one string module M(T, 7) = M(w(T, 7)) over the string algebra 
J(Qr, Wr). This allows us to give an expansion formula in terms of modules over the 
string algebra J(Qr, Wr)> this is in fact a module-theoretic interpretation of Schiffler's 
formula. 
Let 7 be a curve in (S, M) with d = Ylrer ^(r> ^) ' w e ^eeP t n e notation as in the previous 
section. 
6.3.1 Notation 
A subword wj(F, 7) of w(T, 7) indexed by J = {j, j + 1 , . . . , s} with l < j < s < r f i s a 
string over J(Qr, Wy) given by : 
wj{T,y) : ri} J-Ti}+1-^Tlj+2 ris. 
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For any / C {1 ,2 ,3 , . . . , d}, we can uniquely write / = h U I2 U • • • U It such that 
(1) Ii is a subset of consecutive integers for each 1 < I <t, 
(2) max{i|z € Ii} <min{z + l\i G 7Z+1} for each 1 < I < t — 1, 
(3) Ijnl^Qifj^k. 
We call I\ U I2 U • • • U It the decomposition of / . Note that wjt (T, 7) might not be 
a substring of w(T, 7). For each decomposition I = h U I2 D • • • U It C {1 ,2 ,3 , . . . , d}, 
consider the sum of string modules over J(Qr, Wr) 
t 
M/(r,7) = ©MK(r,7)). 
1=1 
Set 
5-r(7) = {/C {l ,2 ,3 , . . . ,d} |M 7 ( r ,7) isasubmoduleof M( r ,7 )} . 
Therefore, if / € ^ ( 7 ) then wIt(F: 7) is a substring of w(T, 7) for each 1 < I < t. 
Example 6.3.1. We consider an annulus with two marked points on one component 
of the boundary and one on the other. Let T = {TI, T2, r3, r4, r5, re} with internal arcs 
rii r2iT3 be a triangulation as follows : 
The associated Jacobian algebra J(Qr, Wr) is cluster-tilted of type A2, where the Qr is 
as follows 
\ 
» T3 
a 
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and the potential W? = /3e9. For the curve 7, it is easy to see that d = X^rer -^(r' 7) = 6 
with Tn = r2, rl2 = TH = T16 = r3, T13 = rt5 = rx and w(T, 7) is given by : 
w(T, 7) : r2 -4 r3 A r! A r3 A r! A r3. 
Take I = {1,3,5}, then {1} U {3} U {5} is the decomposition of I, and M/(r, 7) = 
S2 © Si © Si where St is simple module corresponding to rt. Since S2 is not a submodule 
o/M(r,7), ItSrh). 
Take I = {1,2,3,5} = {1,2,3} U {5}, then M/(r ,7) = M(T,ae)®S1, then I e Sr(f) 
since both M(Y,OLE) and Si are submodules o /M(r ,7 ) . Moreover, Sr(l) consists of fol-
lowing elements : 
{0}, {3,5}, {1,2,3}, {3,4,5}, {1,2,3,5}, {2,3,4,5,6}, 
{3},{2,3}, {2,3,5}, {2,3,5,6}, {2,3,4,5}, {1,2,3,5,6}, 
{5},{5,6}, {3,5,6}, {3,4,5,6}, {1,2,3,4,5}, {1,2,3,4,5,6}. 
6.3.2 7—oriented arcs 
The definition of a 7—oriented arc in a complete (r, 7)— path (see section 6.2.2) is given 
in combinatorial terms. We give in this section a module-theoretic interpretation for this 
definition. The following two lemmas play an important role for the interpretation. 
Lemma 6.3.2. Let a = a.ia2 • • • #2<2+i be a complete (r, 7)—path in (5, M). Assume there 
is an arrow a2k = rlk -> rlk+l = a2k+2 (or Ttk_1 = a2k_2 <- r,fc = a2k) in J(Qr, WT). If 
ot2k is 7— oriented in a, then a2k+2 {or a2k-2) is also 7— oriented in a. 
Proof. We only prove the case when there is an arrow rtk -4 rlfc+1 in J(Qr,Wr) . As-
sume a = axa2 • • • a2k-iTtka2k+iTlk+1a2k+3 • • • a2d+x, and consider the following segment 
Tikot2k+iTlk+1 of a , 
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where rlk lies anticlockwise before r,fc+1, and a, b, c, d are four marked points in M. 
Since rlk = a2k is 7—oriented in a, a2k has an orientation from a to d in a. The defi-
nition of complete (r, 7)—path implies a2k+\ = #2fc+2 = rifc+i- Therefore, a induces an 
orientation for a2k+2 = Ttk which is the same as induced by Afc+i. Hence rtfc+1 = a2k+2 
is 7—oriented in a. • 
The above lemma allows us to define a map 
<p : C r(7) —• 5 r(7) 
by sending each a G Cr(y) to 7Q := ^(a) = {k\ a2k is 7 —oriented}. Note that M/ a ( r ,7) 
is a submodule of M(r , 7) which implies Ia G ^ ( 7 ) . 
Lemma 6.3.3. For each I € Sr(7), i/tere is a unique complete (T,7)—path aj = 
a.\a.2 • • -a2<i+i € C*r(7) swc/i £/ia£ on/y £/ie elements in {a2k\ k G / } are 7—oriented. 
Proof. Suppose I = IiU I2U- • -U It is the decomposition of / . Without loss of generality, 
we assume for each 1 < I <t 
Ii = {run + 1,n + 2 , . . . , st} C {1,2,3, . . . ,d} 
where 1 < r\ < Si < r2 < s2 < • • • < rt < st < d. Let ct° = a\a2 • • • a2d+l be the complete 
(r, 7)—path in Proposition 6.2.3 such that none of its even arcs a"fc is 7—oriented and 
a* = a\a\ • • -ot\dJrl be the one with all its even arcs a\k 7—oriented. 
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Consider the following expression 
<XI = Q J g 2 • • ' Q 2 r 1 - 2 ( Q ! 2 r 1 - l Q 2 r 1 Q 2 r 1 + l " ' ' Q 2 S l a 2 , 1 + l ) 
Q 2 s 1 + 2 • • ' Q 2 r 2 - 2 ( Q 2 r 2 - l Q 2 r 2 Q ; 2 r 2 + l ' ' ' a2s2a2s2 + l) 
n0 ...a0 
"2S2+2 " 2 r 3 - 2 
{a2rt-ia\rtalrt+l • • •tt2»«a2»«+i)<*2s(+2''' au+\-
where the even positions are indicated by underlines. We are going to show that there 
is a unique choice of a2ri-i (or a2si+i) for each I < I < t such that aj is a complete 
( r , 7 ) - p a t h . 
For each I < I < t, consider the following segment a ^ ^ a ^ - i o ^ r , °f ai-> 
where Lemma 6.3.2 implies that a2r,-2 = r»r -1 n e s clockwise of a\ri = rlr . 
Since a\Ti is 7—oriented, it has the orientation from b to d. And o^n-i IS oriented from d 
towards a since a2n_2 = V _i is not 7—oriented in a/. Thus a^n-i = T~n-\ for I < I < t. 
Similarly, we get a2s(+i = rJs for 1 < / < t. Hence 07 is a complete (T, 7)—path such 
that only the elements in {a2k\ k £ 1} are not 7—oriented in aj. The uniqueness of a0 
and a1 yields the uniqueness of 07. • 
Define a map 
iP : 5 r(7) —> Cr(7) 
by sending each / G <Sr(7) to ^ ( / ) = 07 as defined in the above lemma. 
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It is easy to check that tp o ip(I) = / by definition and cp o ip(a) = a by the uniqueness 
in Lemma 6.3.3. Hence ip and if are mutually inverse, and there is a bijection between 
5 r ( 7 ) and Cr(7)-
Example 6.3.4. Reconsider Example 6.2.2, then 
a° = T1T2T2T3T5T5T7, a\ = TgT2T3T3T3T5T6. 
The string w(T, 7) is of the form : 
i~2 < - T3 - > r 5 , 
ifcen 5 r ( 7 ) = {{0},{l}, {3}, {1,3}, {1,2, 3}}. /fence, 
<K W ) = 1~gT2T3T3T3T5T6, -0({1, 2, 3}) = ^^7^5^^, 
^({1}) = n72T8r3r3r5r6l </>({3}) = r9r2r3r3r4r5r7, ^({1,3}) = T1T2r8T3T4TST7. 
6.3.3 Index of 7 
Recall from [18] that the Laurent expansion of any cluster variable x^ in the cluster 
algebra Ar with initial seed (£? r ,x r ,y r ) is homogeneous with respect to the grading 
given by 
deg(x,) = deg(xTi) = eTi = (0 , . . . , 0 ,1 ,0 , . . . , 0)T 
with 1 at the ith position and 
deg(yt) = -BreTi = -Bret 
where we often write e{ instead of eT, for convenience. The definition of Br implies 
deg(yl) = ^T des(xk) ~ 5 Z deg(xfe) = deg( Tl~*Tk ). 
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The g—vector g^ associated to the cluster variable x^ is just the degree of its Laurent 
expansion with respect to this grading. 
Let 7 be a curve in (S, M). If 7 = r8 G T, define the index of 7 with respect to T by 
Ind r(7) = e t. If 7 ^ T and 
0 — > M ( r , 7 ) — > / 0 — » / j 
is the minimal injective resolution of M(F, 7) in modJ(<5r, W r), then the index of 7 
Indp(7) "with respect to T is defined to be the vector given by 
n 
Ind r(7) = X > (I HomCS,,/!) | - | H o m ^ . / o ) |) 
where St is the simple module over J(Qr,Wr). 
Proposition 6.3.5. Let 7 be a curve in (5, M), ct° G C*r(7) &e Me complete (T, 7)—path 
such that none of its even arcs is 7—oriented, then 
(1) deg(i(a»)) = Indr(7), 
(2) ££ is homogeneous. 
Proof. It suffices to consider 7 ^ T, we assume 7 intersects T in its fixed orientation at 
T
n, • • •,
 Tid, see the following picture where we write ifc(or jk) instead of rtfc(or rJk) for 
convenience. 
Thus the string w(T, 7) is of the form 
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rnx
 Tn2
 T
" 
A A. A. / 
(1) It is easy to see that topM(I\7) = M/(r ,7) with / = {ti,t2,... ,tm} C {1,2 , . . . ,d}, 
and socM(r, 7) = Mj(Y,^) with J = { s i , s 2 , . . . , s m } C {1,2, . . . ,d} where 1 =-sx < 
ti < s2 < t2 < • • • < sm < tm = d. 
Therefore, the minimal injective resolution of M(T, 7) is given by 
m ra—1 
0 _+ M(r,7) —• 0 / ( t . J - * © / ( O © /(«o) © /(i*n), 
fe=i fc=i 
where 7(ifc) is the indecomposable injective module corresponding to rlk and I(ik) = 0 
if Tlk is a boundary arc. By definition 
m—1 m 
Ind r(7) = deg(xI0a:ld+1 £ [ ^ / [ J ^ J -
k=l fc=l 
On the other hand, we consider the unique (I\ 7)—path a° in Proposition 6.2.3 : 
a 7 Q ; 1 Q ! 2 ' ' ' Gc2d+1 ~ Tio'[nJ'i2'[viJi3 ' ' ' Ttt1Ttt1 TJ<1 'r*t1 + i7"it1 + i 
Ti,2-xTiS2Ti,2 + iTiS2 + x Ttd_1Tld_1TldTldTld+1 
where the even positions are indicated by underlines. Then y(a°) = 1 by definition 
1 ifc odd Xa°k 
1 
and 
*(<*?) = I ry /•*• » » . T* 
T HT T » • • T* T* T* • • T* T* • • • • • • T™ T" 'T* 
J
^ 0 J ' l 2 - ' ' « 3 J ' « < j - ' / l t 1 X J t 1 + l J ' 2 s 2 - 1 X ^ 2 + 1 J , » d - l a ' » d , , l ' » d + l 
J , J J U , J 2 J , J 3 • ^ t t 1 _ i - l - t ( 1 -^t t j + i x J s 2 - l - ^ 1 ^ 2 x J s 2 + l » d - l *d 
— x tox,d+1 
m—1 m 
This completes the proof. 
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(2) It suffices to prove that 
deg(x(o)y(a)) = deg(x(a°)) 
for each a e Cr(7). We know from section 6.3.2 that each complete (r , 7) -pa th a can 
be obtained from a° by substituting pieces of segments (corresponding to substrings 
of w(T, 7)) in a* for these in a°. 
By the definition of x(a), it is sufficient to consider the complete (r, 7)—path obtained 
from a° by substituting only one segment. Without loss of generality, take I = {k,k + 
1 , . . . , tx, t-y + 1 , . . . , /} G Srd), where t\ < k < s2 < / < t2. We consider the complete 
( r . 7 ) -pa th 
a = i)(I) = a\o%- • • a°2k-2(Tjk-ialka2k+i • • ' " k - i ^ k ^ k + i 
• • • a2LTJl)a2l+1 • • • 0-2t2-\a2t2a2t2+l a2da2d-l 
Tls2TtS2TlS2 ' ' ' r ' l - 1 TH T3l )TH+\ Tll+2 ' ' ' Tls2-lTli2TT->2 + l- 7 " ' d 7 I d 7 " ' d + l 
Therefore 
deg(x(a)y(a)) - deg(x(a°)) 
S2 l-l I S2-1 1 + 1 
=
des(xJk-x • n x ° nx*''x* n ^ ~ n ^ n ^ 
a=k+l a=S2 a—k a=k-\ a—s2 + l 
where x]a = 1 if rJa is a boundary arc. By definition, we have 
deg([[yla) = deg([[ • - — • _[| ) 
„ _ i - „ - t X » a + l X J a - l X j 5 2 - l X ^ 2 „ = „ 4 . 1 X l a - l X J a 
— Hrgf Xlk-*XtkXl'Xll+1 \ 
X3k-\Xii2Xl!>2X3i 
Thus, deg(x(a)t/(Q:)) = deg(x(a°)) which completes the proof. 
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• 
From Proposition 6.3.5(1), we can easily get the following corollary (Conjecture 8.3 in 
[42]) which gives a recipe for computing g—vector for any cluster variable x^. 
Corollary 6.3.6. Let T be a triangulation of (S, M), and x^ be the cluster variable 
associated to an internal arc 7 in the cluster algebra A, then 
£ = Indr(7). 
Remark 6.3.7. The above corollary can also be deduced from Proposition 6.2 in [19] for 
even more general cases, that is 2-Calabi-Yau categories. 
6.3.4 The expansion formula 
For each dimension vector e = (ej, e2 , . . . , en)T, set 
n n 
Xe = f]<-andye = n?/r-
1=1 2 = 1 
Hence, 
y(a)
 = ydimM /Q(r,7) 
for each complete (r, 7)—path a. Define 
/i.(r i7) = ^{I e Sr(7)l dimM/(r,7) = e}. 
Then Schiffler's expansion formula can be interpreted in terms of representations as 
follows. 
Theorem 6.3.8. Let T be a triangulation of (5, M), and 7 be a curve in (S, M), Then 
£*" = ^ / i e ( r , 7 ) x I n d r W + z ? r e r e . 
e 
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Proof. Recall that for any two complete (r, 7)—paths a and /?, 
x(a)y(a) = x(/3)y(j3) if and only if y(a) = y{(3) 
since E^ is homogeneous by Proposition 6.3.5. Therefore 
aeCrh) 
_ V ^ ^Indrh)+BrdiiaM,a(r,-y)YdimM,a(r,y) 
IaeSrh) 
= ^/Lte(Af(r,7)) xIndrii)+BreYe. 
e 
As for the last equality, if a and 0 are two complete (r, 7)—paths such that 
dimM / a(r, 7) = dimM7,(r, 7) = e, 
then both Ia and Ip belong to /ze(r, 7). D 
Corollary 6.3.9. Let V be a triangulation of (S, M), and x^ be a cluster variable in the 
cluster algebra Ar corresponding to an internal arc 7 in (S, M), then 
e 
Example 6.3.10. Reconsider Example 6.3.1, it is easy to see 
/ 0 - 1 2 
B = Bv = [ 1 0 - 1 
\ - 2 1 0 
Hence deg(^i) = (0, —1,2)T, deg(y2) = (1,0, — l)T, deg(y3) = (-2 ,1 ,0)T . Take an inter-
nal arc 7 as follows 
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then 
w(T, 7) = T2 ->• r3 -> n <- r3. 
M(r , 7) = /1 «5 £/ie indecomposable injective module over J(Qr,Wr) corresponding to 
the internal arc T\ and the minimal injective resolution of M(T, 7) is given by 
0 — > M ( I \ 7 ) — > / i — > o , 
hence Indp(7) = (—1,0,0)T by definition. Therefore Theorem 6.3.8 implies that 
^7
r
 = /X(o,o.o)(r,7)-^(-1'0'0)-Vr(0'°'0) 
+Ai(i,o.o)(r,7)-^ (-u'-2,-^1-0'0> 
+/i ( 1 ,o,i)(r,7)-^ ( 1 '0 ' -2 )-y ( 1 '0 '1 ) 
+Ai(i,i,i)(r,7)-A'(0-0--1).r(1'1'1) 
+M(i .o. a , ( r ,7)-^ ( 3 ' - 1 ' - a )-y ( 1 'M ) 
+/i(i,u)(r,7)-A'<a--1 '-1).y{1-1-2) 
= 2 (^2^3 + x2?/l + 2XiX2J/iJ/3 
+x1x2x3y1y2y3 + xfyij/f + 1^^ 32/12/22/1)-
6.4 Cluster categories and cluster algebras of (5, M) 
6.4.1 Caldero-Chapoton map 
Let C be a Hom-finite, 2-Calabi-Yau, triangulated k—category, and assume that C admits 
a cluster-tilting object T = T\ © • • • © Tn with n direct summands. Let A = End£p(T) be 
the endmorphism algebra of T in C. Recall that there is an equivalence of categories : 
Ext£(r,?) :C/T —>modA 
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Given a finite dimensional A—module, and a dimension vector e G N". We denote by 
Gre(M) = {N C M submodule such that dimN = e} 
the variety of submodules of M. Note that Gre(M) is a projective subvariety of the 
classical Grassmannian of subspaces of M. We denote by \{Gre(M)) its Euler-Poincare 
characteristic. 
Remark 6.4.1. Let T = addT be the full subcategory of C whose objects are all direct 
factors of direct sums of T, then T is equivalent to the category of finitely generated 
projective (or injective) modules over A by Lemma 5.2.4-
We denote by /C0(T) the Grothendieck group of the additive category T. 
Lemma 6.4.2 ([28]). For each object M of C, there exists a triangle 
7\ —>T0 —> M —> Tx[l] 
where T0, T\ belong to T. Moreover, as an element in K.Q(T), 
\n\ - pi] 
does not depend on the choice of this triangle. 
We define the index Indr(M) with respect to T of an object M in C as the element 
[ T o ] - [ T i ] o f ^ ( r ) . 
The Caldero-Chapoton map (or Cluster character in sense of [38]) 
XT:IndC—^Q(xu...,xn) 
is defined as follows 
XTM := J2 x(GVe(Ext£(r, M))) • XIndT{M)+BTe 
e 
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where BT is the skew-symmetric matrix induced by the quiver of A. 
Let QT be the quiver of the algebra A = End^p(T'), and A? be the cluster algebra with 
initial seed (BT, x) where x = (xu ..., xn) and BT be the skew-matrix of quiver QT. 
Proposition 6.4.3 ([36]). The cluster character X-f onC sends any cluster-tilting object 
of C to a cluster of A^, and induces a bisection between the set of rigid indecomposable 
objects of C which are reachable from T and the set of cluster variables in A^. 
6.4.2 Coincidence of the Caldero-Chapoton map and Schiffler-
Thomas' formula 
Let (S,M) be an unpunctured surface as before, and T be a triangulation of (5, M). 
Recall from section 5.2 that each triangulation T of the surface yields a cluster category 
Cp = C(Q°P,W°P) which is 2-Calabi-Yau, Horn-finite and admits a cluster-tilting object 
T = Tr such that J(Qr, WT) = Endj£(T). Hence Theorem 5.2.3 and Proposition 6.4.3 
imply that the cluster character A"f := Xjr induces a map from the curves in (S, M) to 
Q(x i , . . . , x n ) . 
On the other hand, Schiffler-Thomas' formula E$(xi,..., xn, 1 , . . . , 1) (see Remark 6.2.5) 
also produces a map from the curves in (5, M) to Q(x i , . . . , xn). We show in this section 
that the cluster character Xf of Cr and Schiffler-Thomas' expansion formula Ef coincide 
for curves in (S, M), that is, the "string objects" in Cr-
The following lemma is important in this subsection. 
Lemma 6.4.4. Let 7 be a curve in (5, M). If there is an exact sequence in modJ(<2r, Wr) : 
0 —» M ( r , 7 ) - A Qo - ^ Qi —> N 
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with QQ, Qi injective and N indecomposable (or N = 0), then 
Ind r(7) = [Qi] - [Qo] € X:0(addX) 
where I is the category of finitely generated injective modules over J(Qr, Wr). 
Proof. We take the minimal injective resolution of M(T, 7) : 
0 — ^ M ( r , 7 ) ^ / 0 ^ * A-
By definition, (Io,f) is the injective envelope of M(I\ 7), hence 
Q0 ~ /„ © / 
with / injective. Consider the following commutative diagram : 
0 * M ( r , 7 ) - £ — • /„ • coker/' -0 
•I , I I 
0 *M(r,7)—£ • Qo • coker/ -0 
Schanuel's Lemma implies that 
coker/' © Q0 — coker/' © IQ © / ~ coker/ © I0. 
Therefore coker/' © / ~ coker/. By the definition of minimal injective resolution, (h,i') 
is the injective envelope of coker/' ~ im<?', see the following commutative diagram 
0 • coker/' — • I\ • coken' • 0 
' I I I 
0 • coker/ —- • Qi • coken • 0 
where h : coker/' —• coker/ ~ coker/ '©/ is an embedding. We claim that (Qj, i) is also 
the injective envelope of coker/ ~ coker/' © / . Otherwise, we can write Qx ~ Ix © / © / ' 
with / ' ^ 0 an injective module. It implies that 
cokerg ~ cokeri ~ Q1/imi ~ {Ix © / © I')/(imi' © /) ~ cokeri' © / ' . 
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This contradicts the fact that N is indecomposable (or N = 0) since cokerg which is 
isomorphic to a submodule of N contains a non-zero injective summand. Therefore 
which implies that 
Ind r(7) = [h] - [/o] = [Qi] ~ [Qol 
O 
Theorem 6.4.5. Let 7 be a curve in (S, M), then 
Xy = E1\X\,..., xn, 1 , . . . , 1). 
Proof. It suffices to consider a curve 7 ^ F. By Lemma 6.4.2 there exists a triangle 
rai -^ r^ - ^ 7 - ^ rai [1] 
where r0l and ra2 belong to T = addTp. By applying Ext£(Tr,?) to the above triangle, 
there is a short exact sequence of J(Qr, Wr)—modules 
n , A/Trr sExt},(Tr,h) . Esi£(7r,/[1]) Ext\(Trg[l\) 
0 — > M ( r , 7 ) —> Homc(r r ,ra i[2j) —> Homc(T r, rao[2]) —• Homc(2r,7l2J). 
Since C is a 2-Calabi-Yau A;—category, the exact sequence becomes 
0 — ^ M ( r , 7 ) —> £>Homc ( r a i ,T r) —> DHomc(rao ,T r) —> r (M(r ,7 ) ) 
where Z?Homc(rai, Tp) and DHomc(rao,Tr) are injective modules over J(Qr, Wr)- Since 
r (M(r , 7)) is indecomposable or 0 in mod J(Qr, Wr)> Lemma 6.4.4 and Remark 6.4.1 
imply 
Ind r(7) = IndTr(7) = [r„J - K) 6 K0(T). 
Moreover, Poettering in [39] gives a recipe to compute Euler characteristic of a string 
modules which implies that 
/ie(r,7) = x(Gr e (M(r , 7 ) ) ) . 
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Therefore Theorem 6.3.8 shows 
E$(XI,... ,*„, i,..., i) = J>e(r ,7) xInd^+Br* 
e 
= Yl x(Gr.(Ext^(rr, 7))) • X ' ^ ( T ) + ^ e = X*. 
e 
Note that Br = BTr which completes the proof. D 
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CONCLUSION 
In this thesis, we gave a geometric characterization of the indecomposable objects and 
irreducible morphisms in the cluster category C = C(S,M) °f a marked surface (S, M) which 
does not have punctures. However, a similar description is currently not available for 
punctured surfaces since the related module categories of Jacobian algebras are already 
not easy to compute. As for the unpunctured surface (S, M), we have some open problems 
and conjectures. 
As one can see in Example 5.2.19, we do not describe the Hom-space of two indecom-
posable objects of C(S,M) m t e r m s °f curves. Note that in the special case where S is a 
disk, the Hom-space has been described in [13] by pivot elementary moves. Our first open 
problem is as follows : 
Problem 1. Can we also define the Hom-space Homc(7,<5) of two curves 7 and 8 in 
terms of pivot elementary moves in general ? 
We also studied in section 5.2.5 the relation between the dimension of Ext£ in the cat-
egory C and intersections of curves in (S,M). However, many examples show that the 
intersection number of two curves equals the dimension of their extensions of degree 1 in 
C, therefore we give the following conjecture : 
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Conjecture. Let 7, 5 be curves in (S,M), then 
(1) dim* Ext* (7,5) = 7(7,5) if 7 ^ 5, 
(2) dimfcExt£(7,7) = 2/(7,7). 
Note that when S is a disc, the above conjecture has also been proven in [13] (see also 
Proposition 5.2.22). In the case where S is an annulus, the conjecture can also be deduced 
from [8]. 
For a given triangulation T of (S, M), we give in this thesis a module-theoretic interpre-
tation of Schiffler's expansion formula Ej for each 7 in (S, M) in terms of string modules 
M(r , 7). However, the closed curves in (S, M) or the elements in II*(5, M) are neglected 
in the thesis, hence we have following problem : 
Problem 2. How to define a complete (F,b)—path for a closed curve or an element 
b E H*(S,M) such that the expansion formula E[ coincides with the cluster character 
X[? 
One can define a complete (I\ b)— path for a closed curve as a cyclic complete (r, 7)—path 
for a curve 7 in (S, M). However, to get E£ = X[, one needs to modify the definition 
such that the coefficients of the expansion formula E\ are given by the Euler-Poincare 
characteristic of the band module defined by b. 
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